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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF NORTH DAKOTA 

FARGO DIVISION 
 

kevin l olson, 

plaintiff 

v. 

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 

Carolyn W. Colvin, Acting Commissioner 

 

And 

 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

Jacob J. Lew, Secretary of the Treasury; 

 

et al. (See Doc. #14, Doc. #15, and Doc. #16) 

 

Defendants 

Case No. 3:16-cv-93 

plaintiff’s 

1ST ARGUMENTS COLLECTIVE EXPLANATORY 

(1ST ACE) 

FOR PLAINTIFF’S CASE 

SUPPORTED BY 

FEDERAL QUESTIONS COMPLAINT (DOC. #1) 

WITH EXHIBITS 1 - 5; 

RESPONSE/MOTION (DOC. #14 & #15); 

THREE MEMORANDUMS 

(1ST MOP, 2ND MOP, & 3RD MOP); AND 

EXHIBITS 6 - 30 

 

 

 
 

 

COME NOW, I, the plaintiff, with my last gasping for my SOUL on earth: my once 

FREE SPIRIT is being CRUCIFIED by thee-three in Washington, D.C. because of my ISRAEL 

in AMERICA for Life and Liberty and Happiness! 

The demo-rat gods of W.D.C. have invaded my home and are peering into my soul 

because I want to be FREE to be with my LORD GOD!  And their puppets, DOJ & FBI, 

voraciously resist and then attack me! 

For, they now in their piety claim to be gods with “Sovereign Immunity!” 

“Take my hand PRECIOUS LORD and lead me HOME away from these-three!” 

XXXXXX–XXXXXX–XXXXXX 

666  
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Dear Honorable Judge Senechal et al: 

Though what I have scribed on paper is new because of my age it resides in the 

ANCIENT OF DAYS before there were religions of men!  See Exhibits 7 – 10!  So my spiritual 

beliefs and practices are not new, but very ANCIENT with ROOTS in the TREE of LIFE in 

GOD! 

I plead with Thee for the following like consideration of me and my plight: 

“We forthwith acknowledge our awareness of the sensitive and emotional nature of the 

religion controversy, of the vigorous opposing views, even among religions, sects of religions, 

clergy of sects, members of sects, and scientists, and of the deep and seemingly absolute 

convictions that the subject inspires. One's philosophy, one's experiences, one's exposure to the 

raw edges of human existence, one's religious training, one's attitudes toward life and family and 

their values, and the moral standards one establishes and seeks to observe, are all likely to 

influence and to color one's thinking and conclusions about religion.  JUSTICE BLACKMUN” 

Today, I’m all alone except for the FOOTPRINTS in the sand that circle me as I have 

been Robed in DOIOCOBRA, crowned with Euphorbia Milli of Unalienable Falsity, and nailed 

up to the Cross of Pure Democracy to be CRUCIFIED!  I’m being swabbed with Rhetoric 

Vinegar from the vines of the Land of the Free with Liberty & Justice for All, but me!  And I’m 

being repeatedly speared inn the side so that I don’t forget they are gods who sit in the MOST 

HIGH POSITION with the MOST HIGH POWER in W.D.C. and they have extended that power 

to their Executive puppets to wield and slay me because I won’t play the demo-rats way! 

My earthy HOPE is in a Republic Judiciary with its Separate & Most High Powers to 

judge me not religiously, but Constitutionally aided by our Supreme Law of the Land Liberty! 

Most Sincerely & Respectfully Requested and Submitted! 

Very Truly Yours, 

 

kevin l olson, a child of GOD without religion 

pro se plaintiff,  Dated 08-Aug-2016. 
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I have been an Anal-Retentive Engineer for 45 years!  I have lead teams on projects that 

no one else could.  Products I’ve supported are probably in your home or touching you every 

day! 

In Processing Engineering being astute to codes and standards and putting these into 

Detailed Construction Documents is a necessity – before the Judiciary it appears to be a 

deficiency simply because of page number limitations!  I have attempted to comply the best I 

could with my Case Construction Documents, this one being the 1ST Arguments Collective 

Explanatory in the Whole of the my Case, (1ST ACE in the Whole), though they are many for 

the most part they cascade from a Constitutional Foundational Basis to an ever deepening 

detailed basis to get to the bottom of the ocean of legal rhetoric and wrangling that has taken 

place over the last 240 years.  I am after all fighting for my Life and Liberty to Pursue Happiness 

in our once Republic United States of America. 

Therefore, I built my case like an engineer with codes and standards of law, and it will be 

what it will be, and you can clearly see what they have done to me, and “GIVE ME LIBERTY 

OR GIVE ME DEATH!”  See EXHIBIT 12 Free Exercise of Sincere Religious Beliefs 

For I don’t want the Judiciary to Rule as they did in Flemming v. Nestor, with slight 

liberties for application to me, “Plaintiff hardly argues, the contention that he has been deprived 

of his rights under the First Amendment, since the adverse consequences stemmed from " his 

religion not being a religion or old enough", and he didn’t ask for help in the Executive Way. 

This contention, which is no more than a collateral attack on the ACA and Federal Government, 

is not open to him.” More Falsity in another one of the First Amendment’s Protections for Law 

Abiding Citizens: Right to Redress the Federal Government for Grievances!   I approached, I 
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explained, and I asked for my Freedom of Religion and they passed!  So I asked legally for aid 

and comfort from the DOJ and FBI and was left in an oubliette of darkness.  And now this 

Flemming v. Nester verse is exactly what the DOJ has put forward and repeated and repeated 

and repeated in their Answer against my Federal Questions and for support for their Motions to 

complete their crucifixion of me. 

And then they have the “AUDACITY of HOPE … ” [AUDACITY: a rude or 

disrespectful behavior; brazenness] to claim they and their Masters are gods with “Sovereign 

Immunity” (SI)!  The Hebrew’s did this once when they asked Samuel to ask GOD, see 

EXHIBIT 9 of GOD 20Feb2016 pg 92 § 2, for a king, see E9 pg 94 § 2.  For the maxim of SI is, 

"rex non potest peccare" meaning "the king can do no wrong."  Look where that got them! 

I thought we Declared our Independence from kingship and court cronies 240 years ago; 

took them to the North American Oak woodshed with a Revolution; and then set our Governance 

in and on our Three Founding Documents: the Declaration of Independence, our Constitution, 

and our Bill of Rights; and with Three Separate Branches of Government to keep each other 

from Mischief?(1)  Our Founding Fathers made US2 a Republic for Good Reason, with 

Protections, and with certain Unalienable Rights!  See 1ST MOP - PLAINTIFF LEADS WITH 

A TREE STRUCTURE OF US.S.LAW.  “MOP” – Memorandum Of Plaintiff.  “US.S.LAW” – 

United States Supreme Law, herein considered to be Declaration of Independence, our 

Constitution, and our Bill of Rights. (1) 10-Aug-2016 2:45 PM CT Iowa H. Clinton claims the three are there to work together! 

I will not address my Response to the DOJ’s Answer Structure and Construction, because 

it is clear to me that the DOJ is using smoke, mirrors, and misdirection to confuse the Judiciary 

and continue to spear me to death!  I make this claim because the DOJ did not address their 
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answer to the Structure and Construction of my Federal Question Complaint, though that was 

reiterated in my Response/Motion of 27-Jun-2016 Doc. #14 & Doc. #15 and so Ordered by 

Magistrate Judge, Senechal on 28-Jun-2016 in Doc. #16. 

So herein and attached is my last gasping for Life, Liberty, and Pursuit of Happiness in 

our once Republic United States of America before I’m put on Trial!  I want to be put on Trial 

for I am a criminal in avoidance for I have paid the Federal Governments bribe of islamic zakat 

tax so I can exercise my spiritual beliefs & practices void of public and private health insurance! 

1.0. Does the Judiciary make its rulings on which side Brief the most laws and stare decisis to 

outweigh the other side with eruditeness, with some political favoritism tossed in, and thus crush 

the simpler lesser weighted in Absolute Despotism of Defeat that could reach to Death?  If that is 

the Judicial Standard that now exists, my crucifixion is almost finished, for I am one David, 

against the Goliath Court Crony DOJ of 110,000+ soldiers and a near $30 billion budget, with its 

own Force of Biased Investigators, the FBI, with another 35,000+ soldiers and another $8+ 

billion budget.  The Federal Government may lift me up to their demo-rat cross, but GOD can 

LIFT me UP TO HEAVEN!  And again, therefore with added emphasis I cry out to this 

Judiciary as Patrick Henry cried out 240 years ago, “GIVE ME LIBERTY OR GIVE ME 

DEATH!!” 

2.0. In all humility I’m a mere novice in LIFE and LAW, religion will call me a “novitiate” the 

Judiciary even has a name for me, “pro se”, so I will stand on the shoulders of many others to 

support me in my war against the “long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the 

same Object evinces a design to reduce me, and We the People under absolute Despotism, it is 

my right, it is my duty, to throw off such usurpations, and to provide a new way for my life, 

26-08-16: pg 25 of 33 DOJs: “to ensure all persons are cared for by an insurance system or an established religious community.  
 
[This violates letting GOD take care of me]” and “This secular purpose does not advance or inhibit religion, but instead, it assures that all  
 
 
individuals are insured one way or another. [Thus the ACA is not for the benefit of the Government but a forced imposition on individuals – 

 
 meaning I am not free to pursue Life Liberty & Happiness in my GOD or the USA]” 
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Liberty, and Pursuit of Happiness and for my future security,  both in religion and laws that 

invade my FREEDOM in our REPUBLIC!”  These are my words mixed with most of the words 

of Thomas Jefferson from the Declaration of Independence.  T.J. a scholar of ANCIENT OF 

DAYS(2)! (2) ANCIENT OF DAYS is an Old T reference by Daniel during a vision of Judgment. 

2.1. Thomas Jefferson was speaking about the actions of a government over We the People, for 

we in America are a people who decided early on that we should live and pursue our Life, 

Liberty, and Happiness under a Republic-Democracy form of Governance over and above a 

Pure-Democracy Majority Dictatorial form of Governance, obama’s “Deliberative Democracy”!  

2.1.1. There is too much talk these days about our “Democracy” and almost none about our 

“REPUBLIC”!  07-Aug-16, 10:50 AM CT – HBO “Meet the Donors/Money Talk?” in Politics – 

US2 being a Republic not mentioned ONCE! Looks like we need some reminding(3), me and the 

DOJ both and their Masters also!  See 2ND MOP – PLAINTIFF’S BRIEF 1: 394 YRS OF 

FREEDOM 4 US2. (3) As in monetary Relief for me, and Punitive & Exemplary Examples made of Legislative & Executive! 

2.2. The key difference between a democracy and a Republic lies in the limits placed on 

government by the S.LAW, which has special protections for the Rights of the Law Abiding 

Minority (LAM), specifically for when they don’t want to play or pray in the demo-rat way. 

2.2.1. Both forms of government tend to use a representational system — i.e., citizens vote to 

elect politicians to represent their interests and form the government.  In our Republic, our 

Declaration of Independence, our Constitution, and our charter of Bill of Rights protects certain 

unalienable rights that cannot be taken away by the government, even if it has been elected by a 

majority of voters.  Emphasis “cannot be taken away by the government” or infringed upon by 
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the Government!  Laws, after the fact cannot touch these or play with them, but by special 

actions only: Amendments!  IE: Freedom of Religion.  As stipulated to by SCOTUS and 

included in my Response/Motion of 27-Jun-2016 7.e)2), which was one item the DOJ failed to 

address even though they were so Ordered to do so by the Judge. 

2.3. The Democrat/Demo-rat Party’s motto is, “What We WANT APPLIES to you – where 

NOTHING APPLIES to US!!”  And to exemplify this the DOJ makes their stand on 

“SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY”35 for the United States Government and References it at Large, 

without specific Article, Section, or Paragraph, and they stipulate to it once more for the DOJ 

also calls on the “Administrative Procedure Act (APA)”21.  Subscript numbers indicate the 

number of times the DOJ used the phrase in their Answer.  I will attempt a short overview 

summary of these, however there are objectionable opinions after opinions after opinions about 

the use of these from the crown jewels of Law Schools from around the World, I only picked 

from a few: 

2.3.1. SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY: I argue that this is more of the DOJ’s Smoke and Mirrors and 

Misdirection!  I base this argument on the following: 

2.3.1.1. The Doctrine is vague and ambiguous and is pulled from our Constitution’s Article II 

Sec 2 and Amendment XI through the leaky sieve of conjecture.  Today Government Officials of 

both parties are publically declaring that “all are accountable to the LAW!”, Speaker Paul Ryan 

for one; and others make other Declarations in support of my case: President Barack Obama 

brays, “The Arch of the Moral Universe is long, but it bends towards Justice!”, Corry Booker 

brays, “All are created equal, we have Inalienable Rights, any religion or none at all!” & 

“Founders Put Forward Fundamental Religious Freedom!”; FP Bill Clinton, brays, “Liberty is 

See Insert [A] at the end of this document for an additional comment by obama. 
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not Secure unless it is secure for all!!” & “We will not surrender we are a Free People!”; Joe 

Biden, VP, brays, “The Democrats have Religious Tolerance, but Trump doesn’t”; Tim Kaine, 

Democratic VP nominee, brays, “We need to advance how we Worship”, and on Fox News 01-

Aug-2016 in the Morning, Judge Napolitano questions, “Can the DOJ even be Trusted?”(4)  Is all 

this braying, the sounds donkeys make, REAL or RHETORIC??  Is Sovereign Immunity REAL, 

or RHETORIC of the DOJ to smother me with their donkey demo-rat justice and crush the last 

breath from me??  (4)  01-Jul-2016 Darrel Issa (R-CA) in a Breitbart article by Mat Boyle indicates that the DOJ is tainted no trust! 

2.3.1.2. Fordham Law School, FLASH: The Fordham Law Archive of Scholarship and History, 

5-16-2012, Rejecting Sovereign Immunity in Public Law Litigation, Howard M. Wasserman, 

Professor of Law, FIU College of Law. 

2.3.1.2.1. Constitutional cause litigation often produces far-reaching procedural innovations, 

as courts figure out how to incorporate substantively unique cases into existing judicial 

structures.1  [1. Cf. Burt Neuborne, The Gravitational Pull of Race on the Warren Court, 2010 

SUP. CT. REV. 59, 60 (arguing that concern for racial injustice and state institutional failure 

shaped the Warren Court’s decisions in a range of areas).] 

2.3.1.2.1. The Judicial Structure at play in my case is the Declaration of Independence, our 

Constitution, our Bill of Rights, and the other 17 Amendments to our Constitution.  “The 

Constitution is a written instrument. As such, its meaning does not alter. That which it meant 

when adopted, it means now.” Mr. Justice Brewer: See 3RD MOP – PLAINTIFF’S FINAL 

PLEADINGS 4 FREEDOM, 6.3.5. @ pg 26 of 117. 
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2.3.1.2.2. The argument here is that we can and should reject sovereign immunity of the 

federal or state governments, removing a doctrine that is inconsistent with the constitutional 

and political structure of the United States.13  Instead, plaintiffs should be able to sue the 

government (or relevant government department or agency) by name when seeking to enjoin the 

enforcement of unconstitutional laws, thus bringing the case caption in line with reality. By 

eliminating the need to identify individual defendants, we remove the issue from the rubric of 

Article III and standing. The government is the named defendant with a stake in the outcome of 

litigation and that provides the adverseness that Article III demands.  [13. See Erwin 

Chemerinsky, Against Sovereign Immunity, 53 STAN. L. REV. 1201, 1201 (2001) (“Sovereign 

immunity is an anachronistic [chronological inconsistency] relic and the entire doctrine should 

be eliminated from American law.”).] 

2.3.1.2.2.1. In the much particularized context of my case I did not seek action against the United 

States Government.  For then in reality I am joining myself as plaintiff and defendant, for our 

Federal Government is supposed to be of the people, by the people, for the people!  I only sought 

my Unalienable Right to Freedom of Religion and a Return of what was mine that would be 

taken from me if I was granted a “Religious Exemption” to be free.  Sounds entangling!  And the 

Documented Great Wisdom of our Founding Fathers was for me, and we to be Free; and Protect 

me, and we from that that Entanglement.  See EXHIBIT 12 Free Exercise of Sincere Religious 

Beliefs & EXHIBIT 13 Establishment Clause Separation of Church and State.  The last thing that 

I asked for was just the right to take legal action against those Most High and Most Powerful 

individuals who had unconstitutional violated my Rights, thus my fellow citizens would each be 
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accountable for their violations of our S.LAW that caused me severe “pains and penalties”.  

Strike One for you and your cronies DOJ claim for “Sovereign Immunity”! 

2.3.1.2.2.2. However, because of new constitutional understanding and recent clearly 

discriminate actions of the DOJ against me in their Motion for Time Extension; within their 

Answer; and for some religions while crucifying my religious freedoms, the grizzly inside of me 

awoke, and every one and everything is open for dissections, classification, consumption, and 

remedy and is so presented and argued in these my final written (paper and electronic form both 

considered written) documents before my Trial! 

2.3.1.3. GEORGETOWN LAW, Faculty Publications, January 2010, Vicki C. Jackson, Professor 

of Law, Georgetown University Law Center, “Suing the Federal Government: Sovereignty, 

Immunity, and Judicial Independence” 

 2.3.1.3.1. Sovereign immunity has become a place of contest between important values of 

constitutionalism. On the one hand, constitutionalism entails a commitment that government 

should be limited by law and accountable under law for the protection of fundamental rights; if 

the "essence of civil liberty" is that the law provide remedies for violations of rights, immunizing 

government from ordinary remedies is in considerable tension with all but the most formalist 

understandings of law and rights. 

2.3.1.3.1.1. And here I am in contention with the demo-rats Federal Government Executive 

Puppets, the DOJ and FBI over my Supreme Legal Unalienable Rights. 
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2.3.1.3.2. Yet given the adverse effects of sovereign immunity on courts' capacities to provide 

individual justice, it is past time for that dynamic to move back towards more restrictive 

understandings of the doctrine's scope. 

2.3.1.3.2. Strike Two for you and your cronies DOJ claim for “Sovereign Immunity”! 

2.3.1.3.3. Sovereign immunity's meaning is contested and contestable.3  If we assume that it is a 

rule that the government cannot be sued without its consent, it is a rule that-unless consent is 

presumed from the Constitution-stands in tension with Marbury v. Madison4's assertion that the 

"essence of civil liberty" is that the law provide a remedy for the violations of rights. Judicial 

remedies not only protect individual rights but can function as an important mechanism of 

government accountability.  [3. It is sometimes invoked as a doctrine protecting the sovereign 

government from liability for wrongdoing. Cf Alden v. Maine, 527 U.S. 706 (1999) (concluding, 

with respect to states, that the Eleventh Amendment stands for both an immunity from federal 

jurisdiction and an immunity from suit in state courts for liability to private persons); Carlos 

Manuel Vazquez, What Is Eleventh Amendment Immunity?, 106 YALE L.J. 1683 (1997) 

(discussing whether the Eleventh Amendment grants immunity from liability, or immunity from 

jurisdiction, or both). Alternatively sovereign immunity might be viewed as embodying a set of 

presumptions about what remedies are available for what kinds of wrongs. See, e.g., Vicki C. 

Jackson, The Supreme Court, the Eleventh Amendment, and State Sovereign Immunity, 98 

YALE LJ. I, 72-104 (1988).] [4. 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 163 (1803).] 

2.3.1.3.3.1. And it is another swing and a miss by the DOJ, “Sovereign immunity's meaning is 

contested and contestable.”, and Strike Three you’re out, with moot “Sovereign Immunity”! 
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2.3.1.3.4. Although the "sovereign immunity" of the federal government is accepted today as 

"the law," it is nowhere explicitly set forth in the Constitution. 

2.3.1.3.4.1. And here we are before this Judiciary and a new Federal Questions case! 

2.3.1.3.5. Moreover, many judicial remedies for governmental wrongdoing were available; 

sovereign immunity rules have never barred all suits against government officers, or all forms of 

relief that operate against the government. 

2.3.1.3.5.1. Your, obama-man brays all about second chances, see section 14 below, so the above 

was one for you!  Sorry but you are going to have to find a different shoe for your horse, or it 

will have to be put down by this Judiciary! 

2.3.1.3.5.2. I also gave the DOJ a chance to specifically argue against me and the DOJ did not!  

See my RESPONSE/MOTION 27-Jun-2016 Doc. 14 & 15 Item 5.b) top of page 9 of 19.  See 

supporting document for this EXHIBIT 19 Absolute Immunity Non-Applicability. 

2.3.1.4. I argue, that my case is Constitutional Foundational Causal enough; Federal Government 

Discriminatory enough; Substantively Uniquely Innovative enough; and Uniquely Particularized 

Broad enough that “Sovereign Immunity” for the Federal Government should be rejected and 

cast aside for as long as our REPUBLIC STANDS to put our United States of America back on 

the Path of being a World Recognized Formidable Republic again with “Liberty and Justice for 

ALL” and with Unalienable Rights that are Untouchable as long as they touch no other 

citizens!!!!  And SCOTUS stipulates to this in 2012, see 5.2.2. and 6.4.4.1.1., and 2.3.3. below, 

and in their Role as noted in my RESPONSE/MOTION 27-Jun-2016 Doc. 14 & 15 7.e)2). 
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2.3.2. And now for the DOJ’s Administrative Procedure Act (APA) (United States) spearing at 

me: 

2.3.2.1. The separation of powers doctrine is less of an issue with rulemaking not subject to trial-

like procedures. 

2.3.2.1.1. My case does not involved agency rule making, it involves a Legislative Act, the ACA, 

and a Federal Constitutional Question! 

2.3.2.1.2. Such rulemaking gives agencies more leeway in court because it is similar to the 

legislative process reserved for Congress. [supra] Courts' main role here is ensuring agency rules 

conform to the Constitution and the agency's statutory powers. (5) I asked Taxp Advo Ser Tax Law Div.  No! 

2.3.2.1.3. Awe, for me, and oops for the DOJ, because the DOJ’s argument just pooped itself, 

“conform to the Constitution”, and this is exactly what the Judiciary is being asked to consider 

with my Federal Questions Complaint!  Can the Official Position of Commissioner of Social 

Security Determine my Qualifications for “Religious Exemption”? 

2.3.2.1.4. Even if a court finds a rule unwise, it will stand as long as it is not "arbitrary, 

capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with the law". 

2.3.2.2. Let’s Test my Federal Questions Complaint against this Court Test even though my case 

is not about an Agency Rule, it is about a Legislative Act, the ACA, and its it’s Constitutionality 

and does the Official Position of Commissioner of Social Security have the discretion to override 

our Constitution? 

2.3.2.2.1. I know the overwhelming stress and suffering caused when faced with protecting your 

job over doing what is Right!  Nowhere in any of my documents have I sought damages from the 
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Commissioner of Social Security, the Commissioner of the IRS, or the Secretary of the Treasury, 

they were only indicted on the Fact they are all, by oath, to uphold and protect our Constitution, 

and teach their staff to do likewise, and on the excessive entanglement of spiders and flies 

because of the way the ACA’s “Religious Exemption” section was written and piggybacked off 

other laws, which entangled them and the entire Legislative and Executive in an entangled 

operating mess.  See my Response/Motion 26-Jun-2016 part 5.c) Doc. #14 & #15. 

2.3.2.2.2. Is the ACA “arbitrary”: based on random choice or personal whim, rather than any 

reason or system?  Yes it is arbitrary for it is based on the random choice of Democrats in 

Congress and the Personal Whim of imam obama, for it incorporates the islamic zakat tax as the 

“mandate for shared responsibility payment”, see Exhibit 26 Zakat, rather than conforming to the 

reason we are a Republic and why I, and We the People have Unalienable Rights and to the 

System of Legal Doctrine in our Declaration of Independence, our Constitution, and our Bill of 

Rights! 

2.3.2.2.3. Is the ACA “capricious”: given to sudden and unaccountable changes of mood or 

behavior?  Yes, one just needs to consider that Chief Justice Roberts stipulated to this fact!! “The 

Affordable Care Act contains more than a few examples of inartful drafting. (To cite just one, the 

Act creates three separate Section 1563s. See 124 Stat. 270, 911, 912.) Several features of the 

Act’s passage contributed to that unfortunate reality. And Congress passed much of the Act 

using a complicated budgetary procedure known as “reconciliation,” which limited opportunities 

for debate and amendment, and bypassed the Senate’s normal 60-vote filibuster requirement.” 

No. 14–114, DAVID KING, ET AL., PETITIONERS v. SYLVIA BURWELL, ET AL., 25-Jun-
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2015  See EXHIBIT 24 David King v Sylvia Burwell No 14 114 25Jun2015 Annotated @ page 

12 of 35 § 2. 

2.3.2.2.4. Does the ACA allow for, “discretion”: the freedom to decide what should be done in a 

particular situation?  No, See post at 2.11. below, “prohibiting individuals from creating new 

religions”, thus they wanted to Force it upon me, and HOPE I didn’t eat their lunch!  A Grizzly 

is known to do this!  Interesting surplusage: Native American Spiritual Medicine of the Grizzly! 

2.3.2.2.5. Is the ACA in, “accordance with the LAW”:  LAW, here being the Declaration of 

Independence, our Constitution, or our Bill of Rights?  No it is not, or at least I believe it is not, 

and I’m not one to take the LAW into my own hands on slight implication and vague conjecture, 

and that is why I seek answers to my Federal Questions and if the answers are affirmative on my 

case Structure and Construction I also seek Redress of Relief before this Judiciary! 

2.3.2.2.6. It appears to me that the ACA fails the test of First Shot evaluation of my Case to the 

Executive Department in Control, which ever one that might be?  See again Item 5.c) about the 

“cobwebbery of spiders and flies” in my Response/Motion 27-Jun-2016 Doc. #14 & #15, and 

post at 2.6.1.1. below. (6)  The DOJ did not reply! 

2.3.3. And Thomas Jefferson speaking about the Federal Politicians and their Rule of 

Government vacates both “Sovereign Immunity” and “Administrative Procedure Act”, for he did 

not bray, but Declared, "In questions of power ... let no more be heard of confidence in man, but 

bind him down from mischief by the chains of the Constitution."  And SCOTUS stipulates to this 

in 2012, see 5.2.2. and 6.4.4.1.1., below, excerpts from EXHIBIT 25 National Federation vs 

Sebelius Obama Care 2012.  See also EXHIBIT 19 Absolute Immunity Non-Applicability! 
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2.3.4. And here we are before United States District Court for the District of North Dakota, 

Fargo Division, Under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 “The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of all 

civil actions arising under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States.”, with a Federal 

Question relative to the Constitutionality of Federal Government specified religious tenets, by 

Legislation not by Executive Department, which are very specific and very strict, and that have 

to be in place by a specific date. 

2.3.5. Thus, I argue that the Federal Government cannot ultimately prevail and I should be 

granted here and now my Federal Question Complaint Relief Items 2 & 3, and thus Relief Item 1 

becomes moot, and so does all that the DOJ has argued in their Answer, and now we can move 

to Trial on all the other Relief I Seek!  See 3RD MOP Section 12., Section 17., and Section 21. 

2.4. Thus my case in my eye, mind, soul, and heart is a Federal Questions Case, and was filled 

out and filed as such, with the Laws listed in order of Federal Question Applicability and 

interlocking Nature with the SSA being the last one.  See 3RD MOP Section 7. ADDITIONAL 

LEAVE FROM THE JUDICIARY.  Thus no Federal Tax Code Laws were intended to be 

included relative to my Federal Questions.  See FICA corrected to Social Security Act in Item 8 

of Doc. #14 & Doc. #15, and so Ordered by Doc. #16 for the DOJ to reply to but they did not. 

2.4.1. So0, the DOJ continues to argue FICA/SECA, and the Health Insurance Portion of SSA is 

lost, tax code as the primary basis for structuring their answer, changing the defendants proper, 

and dismissal of my Federal Questions Complaint, one just needs to look at the Table of 

Contents of their Answer:  II.  Statutory Framework, SSA is listed first then the ACA, and the 

1ST and 14TH Amendments, and the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, are not listed!  Must be in 

their answer some place because they’re not listed in the Argument Section of the DOJ’s Answer 
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TOC either?  So the DOJ’s Answer is a “flip-flop” of my Federal Questions Complaint in 

Structure and Construction and an attempted suppression of my Constitutionally Protected 

Freedoms.  Looks and sounds like what politician’s do to hide the truth from We the People and 

put us under Absolute Despotism.  Mr. Casey Smith appears to be just a puppet under the 

Control of his Puppet Masters, PDAAG Ciraolo, AG Lynch, and PBO and all the other braying 

Masters of the Legislature.  (7) PDAAG is Puppet Dictator Assistant Attorney General.  PBO – President barack obama. 

2.5. Then the DOJ on Page 3 of 33 Second Paragraph claims, “Because Olson has not alleged 

that he applied for and was denied a religious exemption, he lacks standing to challenge the 

religious exemptions at issue.”  See also 8 of 33 Second Paragraph; 9 of 33 Second Paragraph; et 

al, four times in total. (8) (5) I asked Taxp Advo Ser Tax Law Div.  No!   5.a)3) my RM of 27-Jun-2016 but NO “R” DOJ! 

2.5.1. When did it become a necessity in the United States for each citizen to ask to exercise their 

religious beliefs and practices before doing so?  Another Federal Question!  If that be a 

requirement at any level then Freedom of Religion is not an Unalienable Right!  And we are 

back to the basis of my complaint, a Federal Question as to the Constitutionality of the ACA’s 

Religious Exemption.  Mr. Smith, thank you for assisting in making the point that First & 

Foremost my case is a case of Federal Questions and that the United States District Court for the 

District of North Dakota, Fargo Division has the Jurisdiction and is the Proper Venue for 

adjudication of my case! 

2.6. Mr. Casey Smith in the DOJ’s Answer on page 6 of 33 states, “Because Olson confuses 

FICA and SECA, the United States refers to FICA/SECA throughout this memorandum of law.”! 
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2.6.1. I will stipulate to this confusion, but then I found the SSA is also confused, See 7.1.1. in 

3RD MOP.  Also see FICA corrected to Social Security Act in Item 8 of Doc. #14 & Doc. #15 

27-Jun-2016, a month before the DOJ’s Answer was to be submitted because they asked for and 

were granted an additional 30 days. 

2.6.1.1. Did Mr. Casey Smith read my Response/Motion?  Judge Senechal’s Order 28-Jun-2016 

Doc. #16 required him to!  Can’t respond correctly if you don’t read! 

2.6.1.2. Does any one in the cesspool of Federal Government, Legislative & Executive that is, 

read anything anymore?  I would think the Non-Delegation Doctrine would require reading as a 

minimum for the Legislative Branch!  And you can’t Really Enforce anything without reading it 

first so it is clear to me that reading should be an expectation for the Executive Branch also!  

Looks to me like the only ones reading anything anymore are the Judiciary and me! (9) DOJ v. NC Gen 

2.6.1.3. I had a young donkey democrat, North Dakota House Representative Son of Han the 

Benjamin, show up at my door the evening of 04-Aug-2016 wanting me to vote for him.  Person 

boy, did he get an ear full!  He was clueless about the ACA’s religious restrictions that his demo-

rat Masters had included in the Act!  So I filled him in explalatively2, concise and to the point 

with some raw directives!  I offered him my email so that we could correspond!  He turned it 

down!  He is just another jackass, like all the other politicians, only out for themselves! 

2.6.2. Then on page 7 of 33 middle of second paragraph of the DOJ’s Answer Mr. Casey Smith 

argues, “The relief sought would compel the United States, and not any other purported party, to 

act or refrain from acting, and would require payment of a refund from the U.S. Treasury. 

Accordingly, the Court should treat this suit as an action exclusively against the United States.”, 
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and we are back to the Structure and Construction of my Federal Questions Complaint, supra and 

post: 

2.6.2.1. The first thing to be resolved is my qualification for a “Religious Exemption”, the 

Official Position of Authority to make this decision is the Commissioner of Social Security, so 

the first Official Position of Authority in this Federal Questions Case is the Commissioner of 

Social Security, See Item 5.c) about the “cobwebbery of spiders and flies” in my 

Response/Motion 27-Jun-2016 Doc. #14 & #15, and the Commissioner of Social Security’s Duty 

is to Enforce The LAW, the ACA, on the Hardline of 31-Dec-1950, See 2.8. & 2.11. below.  

AWE, but First they and all the others are to uphold, protect, and defend our Supreme Law of the 

Land.  Thus the qualifications of myself for a “Religious Exemption” rests with this Judiciary.  

And the Case is back where it belongs in this Judiciary, and the Defendants listed are proper for 

it is not the person of the Official Position that my suit entangles, but the Official Authority of 

that Position, and those over that Position related to Supervision, Education, and Control related 

to First and Foremost the insurance that our Constitution is upheld, protected, and defended by 

Government employees in positions of authority, and we are back to Item 5.c) ante and 2.8. post, 

which by the way the DOJ and Mr. Casey Smith were ordered to respond to, but I can’t find 

anywhere in their answer that they did with specifics to these. 

2.7. Then on Page 17 of 33 last paragraph of DOJ’s Answer the DOJ attacks me with, “Olson 

seeks a religious exemption, yet concedes he does not subscribe to any particular religious sect.”  

See below 6.0.1.2. Welsh v. United States, 398 U.S. 333 (1970).  Oh what the Federal 

Government will let New Americans get away with, but restrain me in my PLIGHT FLIGHT for 

FREEDOM of RELIGION! 
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2.7.1. Yet the RHETORIC of “FREEDOM of RELIGION” for the muslims erupts out of the 

cesspoolians in W.D.C. with ever greater exuberance and force, and it is being used against 

Trump because he wants to restrict them from coming in until we know who they really are 

because some of them muslims are attacking US2 right here at home.  See 3RD MOP 17.5. to 

17.6. pages 90 – 94. [8-Aug-2016:  See Exhibit 31] 

2.7.2. Everyone in Government against Trump, then turns around on another point and says the 

same thing Trump is saying but with different words, “The terrorist only have to be right once – 

we have to be right every time!”  See what Hamilton has to say about these Rhetoricians:  see 

3RD MOP 6.3.23.5. @ 32 of 117 last §. 

2.7.3. So there should be a ban on immigration of people from islamic countries until we can be 

sure they are here for US2 and not against US2!  See 3.1.1.1. of Exhibit 12! [8-Aug-2016:  See Exhibit 31] 

2.7.4. Every American should have to renew their oath of Citizenship and Pledge Allegiance to 

US2 every two years to vote!  Obama gave them all phones so it should be an easy and quick way 

to maximize the Public Trust in elections and minimize voter fraud!!  (10) Court attacks NC on past history! 

2.8. On page 21 of 33 the DOJ claims, “3. The United States Has Not Waived Its Sovereign 

Immunity for Claims Under the Age Discrimination Act of 1975.”, See Part 2.3. to 2.4. above 

“Sovereign Immunity” is unconstitutional and has no application to my case.  And at the end of 

the next paragraph the DOJ claims “The Court lacks jurisdiction over any alleged ADA claim.”  

See EXHIBIT 19 Absolute Immunity Non-Applicability.  And on page 28 of 33 the DOJ claims 

“The cutoff dates in the ACA religious exemptions are constitutional, and the Court should 

dismiss any generalized "age discrimination" claim.”  As will be presented herein “the ACA 
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religious exemptions are constitutional” UNCONSTITUTIONAL.  However, I will address my 

argument for Application of the ADA here, See 3RD MOP Section 5.0. AGE 

DISCRIMINATION excerpts below: 

2.8.1. Citation:  e-CFR data is current as of May 16, 2016 Title 45 → Subtitle A → Subchapter 

A → 45 CFR Part 90 – Nondiscrimination On The Basis Of Age In Programs Or Activities 

Receiving Federal Financial Assistance.  Authority Age Discrimination Act Of 1975, As 

Amended, 42 USC 6101 et seq. 3RD MOP 5.4. 90.12 Rules against age discrimination. (a) 

General rule: No person in the United States shall, on the basis of age, be excluded from 

participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under, any program 

or activity receiving Federal financial assistance. 

2.8.2. The Age Discrimination Act DOES APPLY through 45 CFR Part 90 under the Authority 

of Age Discrimination Act Of 1975, As Amended, 42 USC 6101 et seq!!!!  And this Judiciary 

has Authority and Jurisdiction to Adjudicate the application of the Age Discrimination Act. 

2.9. Then on Page 26 of 33 of the DOJ’s Answer the DOJ pops in an excerpt from the CHURCH 

OF THE LUKUMI BABALU AYE, INC., et al. v. CITY OF HIALEAH certiorari to the united 

states court of appeals for the eleventh circuit No. 91–948. Argued November 4, 1992—Decided 

June 11, 1993.  See Section 13 of EXHIBIT 13 Establishment Clause Separation of Church and 

State here is a couple counter excerpts from the same case: 

2.9.1. However, where such a law is not neutral or not of general application, it must undergo the 

most rigorous of scrutiny: It must be justified by a compelling governmental interest and must be 

narrowly tailored to advance that interest. Neutrality and general applicability are interrelated, 
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and failure to satisfy one requirement is a likely indication that the other has not been satisfied. 

Pp. 531–532. 

2.9.2. Opinion of the Court II, The Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment, which has 

been applied to the States through the Fourteenth Amendment, see Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 

U. S. 296, 303 (1940), provides that “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 

religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof . . . .” (Emphasis added.) The city does not argue 

that Santeria is not a “religion” within the meaning of the First Amendment. Nor could it. 

Although the practice of animal sacrifice may seem abhorrent to some, “religious beliefs need 

not be acceptable, logical, consistent, or comprehensible to others in order to merit First 

Amendment protection.” 

2.10. On the top of Page 27 of 33 of the DOJ’s Answer the DOJ jumps in with a 1982 SCOTUS 

ruling, “Supreme Court recognized that "it would be difficult to accommodate the 

comprehensive social security system with myriad exceptions flowing from a wide variety of 

religious beliefs." Lee 455 U.S. at 259. The Supreme Court further noted that 26 U.S.C. § 

1402(g) is "sensitive to the needs flowing from the Free Exercise Clause, but every person 

cannot be shielded from all the burdens incident to exercising every aspect of the right to practice 

religious beliefs." j4 at 261.” 

2.10.1. And the “long train of usurpations” has traveled so far that SCOTUS has flip-flopped our 

Bill of Rights over in favor of a specific welfare law, and turned our REPUBLIC upside down.  

The demo-rats have US2 by the ankles and are shaking every penny they can out of US2.  And 

now the ACA has come and jumped on the “long train of usurpations” making it even longer, 

and keeps our Republic upside down.  Well I absolutely believe I’m right side up with our 
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REPUBLIC in my case and this is the time and the case to DERAIL THE LONG TRAIN and 

STAND OUR REPUBLIC & LIBERTY back on the SOLID FOUNDATION OF OUR 

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE, OUR CONSTITUTION, AND OUR BILL OF 

RIGHTS that it had 227 years ago.  See Sections 1.0. to 2.3. above, and test the case first against 

1ST MOP – PLAINTIFF LEADS WITH A TREE STRUCTURE OF US.S.LAW. 

2.10.1.1. The Judiciary would do well to consider: Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972) “A 

way of life that is odd or even erratic but interferes with no rights or interests of others is not to 

be condemned because it is different.”  It fits perfectly with my mopping my case in 1ST MOP! 

2.10.2. Now can you see: Every person can be shielded if the REPUBLIC is RIGHT SIDE UP 

and our SUPREME LAW and UNALIENABLE RIGHTS are PROTECTED FIRST & 

FOREMOST!  That’s why the Federal Government has no business being in the general welfare 

business for individuals, let alone States.  The general welfare POWER of the US Federal 

Government is for all the United States together as a WHOLE, that’s why we are called the 

UNITED STATES of AMERICA and the REPUBLIC for which it STANDS!!!!  We can take 

care of each other way better than the WDC2s can. [WDC2s: Wimps-Degenerates-Criminals in 

Washington District of Colombia] 

2.11. Then on Page 28 of 33 of the DOJ’s Answer the DOJ admits that these claims of theirs are 

a RUSE [a subterfuge – deceit used in order to trick someone] because the law with the prior to 

31-Dec-1950 Limit for Tenet Construction was to never allow for new [or other] religions, “The 

limitation prohibits groups from establishing a new ministry simply to circumvent the ACA 

provisions. It preserves the goals of the ACA while accommodating religious sects who have 

made reasonable provisions for dependent members over a period of time.”, and again to make 
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sure the RUSE is clear it is stated in paragraph 4 of the same page, “These cases demonstrate that 

the ACA religious exemption permissibly accommodates religious sects while prohibiting 

individuals from creating new religions to bypass the statute.”  Did the DOJ and/or Mr. Casey 

Smith search for, find, and read my Criminal Complaint, See Exhibit 16, an electronic copy of 

EXHIBIT 9 of GOD 20Feb2016 was included with other documents that show my spiritual 

beliefs and practices existed before the passing of the ACA?  Even long before our United States 

of America became a Republic!  This Criminal Complaint was referenced in my Federal 

Question Complaint and validity and proof of delivery was included as Exhibit 4, 8 Pages. 

2.11.1. As I stated above, “THE DOJ IS USING SMOKE, MIRRORS, AND MISDIRECTION 

TO CONFUSE THE JUDICIARY AND CONTINUE TO SPEAR ME TO DEATH.”, 

considering 2.5. “Because Olson has not alleged that he applied for and was denied a religious 

exemption, he lacks standing to challenge the religious exemptions at issue.” and 2.7. “Olson 

seeks a religious exemption, yet concedes he does not subscribe to any particular religious sect.”, 

see 2.7. above and now here in 2.11. “prohibiting individuals from creating new religions”: it 

is now Stipulated to by the DOJ.  The DOJ, Does Obfuscate Justice (DOJ) in my case and pushes 

to complete my Crucifixion.  [obfuscate: render obscure or unintelligible, confuse blur, cloud] 

2.11.2. The DOJ claims on page 8 of 33 end of 2nd § of the DOJ’s Answer that “Olson has not 

suffered a cognizable injury: [cognizable: perceptible – clearly identifiable] [Mr. Smith also uses 

“injury-in-fact”] 

2.11.2.1. “In the old days, punishment was meted out to a creditor or rival or enemy by sending 

him to the gallows. 
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2.11.2.1.1. I guess for the DOJ, the only “cognizable injury” for White American males is 

DEATH!  They sure don’t like to hire them: See DOJ v. White Lawyers 25-Oct-2004 it cost the 

DOJ $11.5 million to settle a mid-1990s lawsuit: donkeys and mules are very stubborn after all!  

Isn’t one type of Relief intend for its major purpose to correct behavior???  Atrocious behavior 

requires Dictatorial Disciplinarian Relief!!!!  Relief only the Federal Judiciary can mete out!!!! 

2.11.2.2. But, as recently stated by Irving Brant,". . . By smiting a man day after day with 

slanderous words, by taking away his opportunity to seek Life-Liberty-Happiness earn a living, 

you can drain the life and blood from his veins without even scratching his skin." 

2.11.2.3. "Today's bill of attainder is broader than the classic form, and not so tall and sharp.” 

There is mental in place of physical torture, and confiscation of tomorrow's bread and butter 

instead of yesterday's land and gold.” What is perfectly clear is that hate, fear and prejudice play 

the same role today in the destruction of human rights in America that they did in England when 

a frenzied mob of lords, judges, bishops and shoemakers turned the Titus Oates blacklist into a 

hangman's record.  Citation: Flemming v. Nestor (1960): Mr. Justice Douglas, dissenting.  See 

EXHIBIT 17 Compensatory Damages and Constitutionality Of The ACA And SSA. 6.5. page 94 

of 101 and subparts. 

2.11.3. My Federal Government is CRUCIFYING ME for my spiritual beliefs!  2000 years Old 

and Familiar in Iraq today, and with me by the DOJ’s et al actions!!!!  

2.11.4. But the President and his puppets protect others!!  The DOJ will declare this fact later in 

a conjunctive case, excerpts included post, and the annotated case included as an Exhibit!! 
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2.12. The DOJ pours salt & vinegar into my wounds three times in their Answer with, “Finally, 

any alleged harm against Olson is outweighed by the public interest in ensuring all individuals 

are covered by some form of health care. This public interest weighs against the issuance of an 

injunction [Religious Exemption, klo].”  On pages 22 & 23 of 33 Second Paragraph both pages. 

2.12.1. The Erudite Wizards of Washington argued that the ACA is like Car Insurance, it is 

needed to “Protect the Public Interest”!!  We heard it over and over and over!!!  How the hell 

would they know, they never read the damn thing if anything, and that is why there are so many 

problems with it.  Chief Justice Roberts stipulated to this fact!! “The Affordable Care Act 

contains more than a few examples of inartful drafting. (To cite just one, the Act creates three 

separate Section 1563s. See 124 Stat. 270, 911, 912.) Several features of the Act’s passage 

contributed to that unfortunate reality. And Congress passed much of the Act using a 

complicated budgetary procedure known as “reconciliation,” which limited opportunities for 

debate and amendment, and bypassed the Senate’s normal 60-vote filibuster requirement.” No. 

14–114, DAVID KING, ET AL., PETITIONERS v. SYLVIA BURWELL, ET AL., 25-Jun-2015  

See EXHIBIT 24 David King v Sylvia Burwell No 14 114 25Jun2015 Annotated. 

2.12.1.1. The ACA and Car Insurance are totally disjointed: If I drive a car recklessly with 

misfeasance I can kill fathers, mothers, children, and the unborn!  If I eat, drink, and be happy as 

long as it is done without misfeasance no one is harmed – no Public Interest is at Risk!!!!  My 

personal, private, and autonomous health may be, but not the Public’s. 

2.12.1.2. I have suffered more spiritually, emotionally, mentally, and physically under the 

ACA’s impositions, and the Federal Government Actors protecting it and rejecting me than I 

ever have under any other circumstance in my life!!!!!!!!  Two being near death: birth and 21 
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years later – electrocution!!  I even gouged out an artery in my left arm and lost over a quart of 

blood, not big deal, the story is almost unreal!! 

2.12.2. The DOJ, the President, and the Congresspersons et al who protect the ACA, hang 

themselves on this point of “Public Interest”!!  Please let me speak in absolute humility and most 

softly: 

2.12.2.1. “If I were a woman I could go out, pick-up any man I could, I’m kind of big and fat and 

not so cute, let’s be real – most men like hot blondes, take them home spread my legs and let 

them fill me up with their hot steamy load, didn’t a president shoot a hot steamy load on a blue 

dress in the oval office, and it wasn’t his wife’s, and the demo-rats in the Senate protected him.  

In all my irresponsibility, should I become pregnant I can go have the result of my 

irresponsibility, a new life, legally scrapped out of me, hell today if I’m not too damn hungover I 

can go pop a few Morning Of Pills to mop it out and put myself back on the Map Of Misfeasance 

no longer a MOM, maybe misfeasance is too harsh because mopping out the unborn is a planned 

parenthood’s factory assembly line super service in our Republic! And no one’s the wiser!”  

Planned Parenthood even sells the leftovers!  It’s all legal!!   See 3RD MOP 10.5 & subparts 

starting on bottom of 61 of 117.  

2.12.2.1.1. A Federal Government Mandate for everyone to have Health Insurance is a Federal 

Government Mandate against Irresponsible behavior and death, and thus it is a Federal 

Government Mandate “in kind” against Abortion, against Roe v. Wade.  And it was our 14TH 

Amendment to our Constitution granting Privacy and Personal Autonomy that Protects Roe v. 

Wade and should also Protect my Privacy and Personal Autonomy of spiritual beliefs and 

practices at a much higher level, for the Federal Government is invading my Unalienable Rights, 
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when my spiritual beliefs and practices cause no harm to anyone or any living thing.  See 

EXHIBIT 15 14TH Amendment Sec 1 & 4 Annotated, “The 1st, 4th, and 5th Amendments to the 

U.S. Constitution have been utilized to varying degrees of success to protect privacy in these 

gray areas of activity. The court's preference for a case-by-case approach to the right of privacy 

in as much as it protects personal autonomy, combined with ever-changing public opinion on the 

status of various relationships and activities, makes a succinct statement about the boundaries of 

the right of privacy nearly impossible.” E15-klo-IA-23: no “gray area of activity”… last 

paragraph on page 8 of 8 of the above Exhibit.  

2.12.2.1.2. That’s why RECKLESS behavior in a car is restricted and monitored and 

adjudicated!  Here again in all humility softly spoken thoughts, “Maybe women should be 

required to have special abortion insurance?  You Play You Pay Insurance?  Right now we all 

pay for them to Play!”  See 3RD MOP 10.5.1.3. bottom of 62 of 117 et al ante et post “since 

1979 I’ve supported killing 44 million babies or so”. (11) Ezekiel 3.18 – 19 & Ezekiel 14.12 – 14 & Lams 3.40 – 41 

2.12.2.1.2.1. Make me pay and let them play!!  What a Political Double Standard – So typical 

and applicable of those in power of the Democrat/Demo-rat Party, “What We WANT APPLIES 

to you – where NOTHING APPLIES to US!!” 

2.12.2.1.2.2. It is time and this is the case to start providing some Relief to me for the demo-rats, 

and their puppets play, the DOJ and FBI et al for CRUCIFYING me! 

2.12.2.1.3. Decide here and now, “FOR ME and ABORTION” or “AGAINST ME and FOR 

ABORTION” for you are either with US2 and our REPUBLIC or you are against US2 and our 

REPUBLIC!! 
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2.12.2.1.3.1. If the latter, We the People are under the Absolute Despotism of the Federal 

Government to do WHATEVER THEY WANT to US2?  US2: WE THE PEOPLE of the 

UNITED STATES and our UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and the REPUBLIC for which IT 

STOOD!! 

2.12.2.1.3.2. If the former, there is HOPE!!!! 

2.12.2.1.3.2.1. And I’m not talking obama’s, “AUDACITY of HOPE….”!!!! See Chapter 3 of 

his book!!  See Section 6 of 3RD MOP, a conversation between obama and some Justices et al.  

And on page 261 of his book, obama lets US2 know who he stands with, islam, “… and I will 

stand with them should the political winds shift in an ugly direction”, them being fundamental 

sunni sharia islamists coders for they make up 85-90% of islam!”!!  Noting here that he is the 

one who has shifted the winds for them, even when they’re not citizens by protecting their 

religious beliefs over my, our Freedoms and Protection! (12) Islam does not allow for followers to have HOPE! 

2.13. But what is REALLY TRULY RIGHT AND JUST is to “DECIDE FOR ME and 

AGAINST ABORTION”.  I will grant you there are exceptions to every RULE, but RECKLESS 

behavior that can lead to misfeasance of STDs should not be one of them!  And now ebola and 

zika are two new STDs!!  And the Donkeys are braying and the elephants are trumpeting, and 

We the People of the United States are struggling!  Aren’t they all supposed to work for US2 as a 

UNITED WHOLE???? 

2.14. And because there is no misfeasance in me, my mind, soul, or heart I should be SET FREE, 

“RELIGIOUSLY EXEMPT”, from the ACA and SSA!!  After achieving this status the Federal 

Questions relating to the “pains and penalties” imposed on me by the ACA need to be answered.  
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And this court can adjudicate that also, "where federally protected rights have been invaded, it 

has been the rule from the beginning that courts will be alert to adjust their remedies so as to 

grant the necessary relief." Bivens, with emphasis on the plurality of “courts”! 

2.14.1. No wonder the DOJ is arguing with such great intensity for Flip-Flopping & 

Dismissal!!!! 

2.14.1.1. The Puppet Masters do not want my case in the Courts!!  They don’t even want to crack 

open the door with Bivens et al in play! 

2.14.1.2. They have made no attempt to discuss or offer to settle!! 

2.15. If Redress and Relief Items 2 & 3 from my Federal Questions Complaint would have been 

supported in May of 2014 we would not be here 27 Months later!  We could have went on 

quietly about our play!! 

2.15.1. However, 27 Months of pure hell on the Cross of Crucifixion of the ACA have ensued 

with me being nailed and speared by the Federal Government Actors who support it and blow 

praise and FREEDOM of RELIGION for allah other religions, while I’m left impaled up to dry 

with and because of my spiritual beliefs and practices to ultimately be drained to my death. 

3.0. In (2.0.) above I’m speaking first about religion/spiritualism, so I will stand on the WORD 

of GOD, See Exhibits 7 – 10. 

3.0.1. Are my beliefs and practices not sincere enough? 

3.0.2. And second I’m speaking about our public officials, to many to name here, but I will 

throughout my other Documents do my best to cite them, “the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly!”! 

(13) allah: all the! Grizzly Bear play with words: thanks Ahmed Ali 
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3.1. For since I can remember the first thing that I was taught was religion, I could even say 

without much exaggeration that it was beat into me. 

3.1.1. I have never been one much for teasing, or beatings, and I will stand and fight, and I have 

always been very curious about everything. 

3.1.1.1. I wish you could talk to my Grandfather Mr. Henry Shong, snuff and juicy fruit!!  I 

dedicated a poem to him called “Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow”!! I wrote about my curiosity 

in another poem about growing up, in a line from it I associate myself with, “a why-why bird”. 

3.2. A couple of other things that have stuck with me since I was a little “why-why bird”, was 

something from grade school, and then expanded a bit in high school: 

3.2.1. “I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America and the Republic for 

which it stands, one nation under god, indivisible with Liberty and justice for all.”, and  

3.2.2. “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the 

free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the 

people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”, & 

3.2.3. “the right of the people to keep and bear Arms.”, I grew up in North Central North 

Dakota, 30 miles or so from Canada, everyone had a gun when they were a kid!  I love duck and 

venison! 

3.3. GOD was always touching my soul, for I came into this world in a dry birth delivery 7 Days 

Late, and my mother could not have children after me; my parents tried and I lost three younger 

siblings before birth.  And now I’m fighting for a new birth of Freedom, does Isaiah 53 apply to 

me????  However, I’m opening my mouth and growling!!!! 
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3.3.1. The loss of those three little lives made my soul ache!!!! I always wanted to know 

why????  I’ve written, read, wrote some, studied, and wrote some more and out of that ongoing 

life–LIFE journey came my journal “of GOD ?” asking who GOD WAS, IS, and EVER SHALL 

BE without the aid of any man made religion. 

3.3.1.1. The last two lines from one of my grade school poems, “It Hurts me to think of dying – 

It causes me to start crying”, maybe an out pouring of my soul for those three little ones so close 

to me – I can now say they are SAFE in GOD’S ULTIMATE GRACE AND MERCY!!!! 

3.3.2. There is a lot of Rhetoric for Psalm 23, but do people really know who it is leading them 

today in judaism-christianity-islam???  They all three claim the “OLD BOOK”!!!  Do they really 

look for GOD in it????  (14) See Exhibit 8 See Pages 15 & 16. 

3.3.3. However, there is way more Rhetoric about “FREEDOM OF RELIGION!!” See Section 

6 of 3RD MOP 6.3.8. at page 28 of 117 2nd § “imam obama replied, “ … if my notion of faith is 

no better or worse than yours, and my notions of truth and goodness and beauty are as true and 

good and beautiful as yours – then how can we ever hope to form a society that coheres?”, 

Bottom of Page 86 of his book “AUDACITY of HOPE …” supra. [klo-1ST ACE insert – This 

means for obama, that the ESTABLISHMENT CLAUSE – THE FREE EXERCISE CLAUSE – 

FREEDOM OF RELIGION are BOGUS IDEAS for US2 – WE cohered 1000 times better before 

he USURPED our OVAL OFFICE ]  And [he goes onto say] “I am suspicious of using 

government to impose anybody’s religious beliefs – including my own – on nonbelievers.”  

Prologue Page 10 middle of second paragraph.”  But he applies his socio-economic islamic zakat 

tax in his care for me, for US2, obama care!!  Please read all of the 3RD MOP Section 6 In the 

Rage of this Present Age “Let’s Have a Conversation”!  Emphasis on 6.3.8.1. “nonbelievers = 
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unbelievers” Fifth Book of the quran, 17TH & 18TH verses: “Verily  [truly, certainly] they are 

unbelievers who say: “The Messiah, son of Mary, is God.” 

3.4. I have always believed in our Pledge of Allegiance and our Republic, but not the words 

“under god” that were added to our Pledge by some mischievous politicians in 1954.  This time 

by Republicans!  See more Religious imposition by the Federal Government from Exhibit 9 “of 

GOD ?” pages 503 – 513! 

3.4.1. And now in my Federal Questions Case we have the ACA forcing more and broader 

religious impositions, which are ones that I can no longer live under, and that is why I have rent 

open my coverings and my soul and am Standing and Fighting the ACA and its Actors and that 

is why it is the lead law in my Federal Questions Case. 

3.4.1.1. Can the Federal Government Constitutionally control Freedom of Religion by defining 

very specific and very strict acceptable religious tenets and that they have to be in place by a 

specific date, 31-Dec-1950, for an Individual or a Group of Individuals to qualify for what the 

Federal Government calls a “Religious Exemption”? 

3.4.1.2. Do I first have to ask the Federal Government if I can exercise my spiritual beliefs and 

practices?  See 2.5.1. & 3.3. supra. 

3.4.1.3. Can the Federal Government apply a specific religious islamic socio-economic zakat tax 

to me if I don’t want to participate in the Federal Government’s welfare of other individual 

citizens?  It’s not about healthcare it’s about social-welfare!  See 1ST MOP & EXHIBIT 26 

Zakat.  Interesting to note the percentages of the zakat are aligned with obama’s care!  The quran 

in the Cow at 2.43 defines zakat simply as (‘pay the due share of your wealth for the welfare of 

26-08-16: pg 25 of 33 DOJs: “to ensure all persons are cared for by an insurance system or an established religious community.  
 
[This violates letting GOD take care of me]” and “This secular purpose does not advance or inhibit religion, but instead, it assures that all  
 
 
individuals are insured one way or another. [Thus the ACA is not for the benefit of the Government but a forced imposition on individuals – 
 
 meaning I am not free to pursue Life Liberty & Happiness in my GOD or the USA]” 
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others’) looks just like (“make a payment on your federal income tax return called the ‘shared 

responsibility payment.’”)  Plagiarism?  Plagiarized by obama who knew what it was from his 

childhood in islamic Indonesia, under the rule of his sunni stepfather, by the way ISIS et al are 

sunni!  See 3RD MOP 6.3.8.2. @ bottom of page 28 of 117. 

3.4.1.4. Can the Federal Government take away my benefits from other Federal Government 

programs that I have participated in for most of my life if I am granted a “Religious Exemption” 

from the ACA? 

3.4.1.4.1. It is not a “Refund” I seek, but protection from the illegal confiscation ex post facto of 

my SSA benefits if I’m granted “Religious Exemption” from the ACA.  Thus the DOJ’s claim 

that I failed to comply with the “Statute of Limitation” on the bottom of page 20 and top of page 

21 of their Answer is moot.  Furthermore I filed my Federal Questions Complaint within 30 days 

of filing my 2015 Tax Returns, so clearly I’m with in the “Statute of Limitation” for the ACA, 

and it is the initiating law of my Federal Questions Complaint. 

3.4.1.4.2. I hope now that the Judiciary can begin to understand why I am standing so steadfast 

with my Federal Questions Complaint Structure and Construction. 

3.4.1.5. Are Federal Government Welfare programs for individuals even Constitutional? 

4.0. These questions have been eating away at me ever since the passing of the ACA in 2010, 

and the mandate that everyone have health insurance.  I have only been to doctors a handful of 

times in my life for minor emergencies, one major, and in the last 40 years I can think of only 

two times I’ve been to a doctor for a checkup.  However, the penalty part of not having insurance 

was postponed because of the fact that “The Affordable Care Act contains more than a few 
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examples of inartful drafting. (To cite just one, the Act creates three separate Section 1563s. See 

124 Stat. 270, 911, 912.) Several features of the Act’s passage contributed to that unfortunate 

reality. And Congress passed much of the Act using a complicated budgetary procedure known 

as “reconciliation,” which limited opportunities for debate and amendment, and bypassed the 

Senate’s normal 60-vote filibuster requirement.” No. 14–114, DAVID KING, ET AL., 

PETITIONERS v. SYLVIA BURWELL, ET AL., 25-Jun-2015 by Chief Justice Roberts in 

delivering the opinion of the Supreme Court”.  In 2013 I didn’t have income, because for the first 

six months I was working all the time on my own project, “NATURE’S MEND for the Universe 

…”, which I started on in 2007 after a simple dream that, “The physics of the Universe is not 

what we believe it to be!!!!”, and was wanting to finish it, which near the end I made a pounded 

discovery related to GOD that advanced my understanding of HIS ABSOLUTE PURE GRACE 

& MERCY.  See Exhibit 10 PPC NATURES MEND The Book by kevin l olson 2014, Pages 

354-359 and 384-388.  I have also made several discoveries that explain what current quantum 

and astrophysics theory can’t explain, but those would be surplusage!  You can read about them 

outside this case!  But by the end of June, a fight with a proclaimed-good-christian, and the ACA 

began consuming all my time with researching, documenting, and in early 2014 I began firing 

off volleys of Redress against the ACA, nobody returned serve: two said they wouldn’t play. 

4.1. As stated in my Response/Motion of 27-Jun-2016, 5.a)5) Fifth, Early March of 2016, 

Purchase health insurance in violation of plaintiff’s religious beliefs and practices or pay the 

illegal tax, “the mandate for a ‘shared responsibility payment’” and then in 5.a)7) Seventh, 

Versus the plaintiff violating plaintiff’s religious beliefs and practices and being subject to the 

AUTHORITY of the plaintiff’s GOD, the plaintiff chose to comply with the zakat–of the ACA, 
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“pay the due share of your wealth for the welfare of others”, thus the “the mandate for a ‘shared 

responsibility payment’” is not the primary cause of action, or even the cause of action, it is only 

an effect of  the ACA’s illegal and egregious violations of the Free Exercise Clause, and the 

Establishment Clause of the First Amendment or the United States Constitution!, and we are 

back to the five Constitutional Federal Questions above. 

4.1.1. Also & most egregious is participating in anything religious mandated by men and/or their 

manmade religions because it violates my spiritual beliefs and practices, so the ACA has forced 

me into violating my spiritual beliefs and practices by requiring me to pay its zakat bribe!  See 

Exhibit 26 Zakat, and Exhibit 30 Plaintiffs 2015 1040 2 pages, see page 2 of 2 item 61 showing 

the repugnant and violative ACA illegal zakat bribe Payment Amount. 

4.2. Because no one would help me from early 2014 to end of April 2016 I was forced to go it 

alone! 

4.2.1. But I have been alone in ISRAEL for many years, and this was one personal invasion I 

was going to stand up and fight versus walking away under Absolute Despotism.  And I’m alone, 

for my son is off making his own life, and I have always been a workaholic so I was FREE to 

Charge Ahead and had 20 hours a day 6 days a week to stand and fight. 

4.2.2. Far behind my biggest enemy, my Federal Government!  My second biggest enemy is a 

compulsion to eat and eat when I’m under stress!  I have gained, I don’t know how many 

pounds, but at the end of 2009 I was feeling great and I fit nicely into a size 38 men’s jean, and 

today I have dun-lapped over a size 44, I have a huge spare tire, and I’m into 3XL shirts!! 

26-08-16: pg 25 of 33 DOJs: “to ensure all persons are cared for by an insurance system or an established religious community.  
 
[This violates letting GOD take care of me]” and “This secular purpose does not advance or inhibit religion, but instead, it assures that all  
 
 
individuals are insured one way or another. [Thus the ACA is not for the benefit of the Government but a forced imposition on individuals – 
 
 meaning I am not free to pursue Life Liberty & Happiness in my GOD or the USA]” 
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4.2.2.1. The DOJ wanted proof that I had “suffered a cognizable injury: [cognizable: perceptible 

– clearly identifiable], and an “injury-in-fact”. 

4.2.2.1.1. Isn’t, obesity a huge health issue, “In 2010, the nonpartisan Congressional Budget 

Office reported that nearly 20 percent of the increase in U.S. health care spending (from 1987-

2007) was caused by obesity.9” 9 CBO: How does Obesity in Adults Affect Spending on Health Care? 

4.2.2.1.2. Here is another “injury-in-fact” the retina in my left eye “spontaneously partially 

detached” beginning at the end of 2014.  In the spring of 2015 My eye Doctor said it happens, 

she stopped the exam and had me into a Retina Specialist the next day.  He didn’t know why 

either, many reasons, blood pressure, diabetes, and even natural causes.  Leroy Jethro Gibbs 

says, “There are no coincidences!!”  I can’t recall the Rule #.  I blame it on all things 

compounding because of fighting with my Federal Government over the ACA !!!! 

4.2.2.1.3. And here is one more, a nervous tick of Obsessive picking at skin, pimples, et al? 

4.2.2.1.4. And here is another, loss of desire for carnal enjoyment with my Lovely Lady friend? 

4.2.3. Where is my Life, Liberty, and Pursuit of Happiness???? 

4.2.3.1. Being CRUCIFIED on the ACA’s Cross of Crucifixion, by Federal Politicians in the 

Demo-rat Party that passed, signed, and support it and their Puppets DOJ, FBI, et al for 

protecting of it. 

4.2.4. I won a lottery draw for a North Dakota Deer Tag: HOPE I make it to Deer Season????  A 

STRESS Death Lesion may be the reason I miss!!!!  But, GOD will take me IN with HIS 

KISS!!!! 

http://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/cbofiles/ftpdocs/118xx/doc11810/09-08-obesity_brief.pdf
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4.3. I continued to stumble and struggle forward without help, See Exhibit 11 Communications 

Seeking Help.  I kept scratching into every little detail, working on my proof and arguments for 

my case and as my discoveries kept growing and my two supporting memorandums kept 

growing and Exhibits kept being added Galileo’s genius kept biting at me, “reduce problems to 

very simple terms on the basis of everyday experience and common sense logic” See Exhibit 10 

PPC NATURES MEND The Book by kevin l olson 2014, Page 34 next to last paragraph.  The 

result was my 1ST MOP – PLAINTIFF LEADS WITH A TREE STRUCTURE OF US.S.LAW.   

Thanks, Mr. G.!! 

4.3.1. So that’s what I tried to do with my initial Criminal Complaint and even more so with my 

Federal Questions Complaint, keep it short sweet and simple, because I always thought I would 

have my day in court! 

4.4. So in the months leading up to 26-Apr-2016 I downloaded the Federal Question Form from 

the Dot.Gov website, studied it, looked up applicable qualification such as jurisdiction, venue et 

al and then reworked it, redlined it, reworked it, redlined it, reworked it, relined it, reworked it 

and then filed my Federal Questions Complaint always thinking I would have my day in court. 

4.4.1. But will I?  I don’t want an opinion from the judiciary that I hardly argued or argued too 

much!! 

4.4.2. I’m not sure I need a day in court, once the Judiciary sincerely and fully considers all of 

my documents and the proof and arguments contained therein!  But I want one, and I’m willing 

to be subjected to interrogation of my spiritual beliefs and practices even though it is not 

allowed: United States. v. Seeger, 380 U.S. 163 (1965): “The validity of what he believes cannot 
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be questioned. Some theologians, and indeed some examiners, might be tempted to question the 

existence of the registrant’s ‘Supreme Being’ or the truth of his concepts. But these are inquiries 

foreclosed to Government.”  Yet, that is what the DOJ is doing or at least trying an end around 

with 2.11. ante. 

5.0. Because the DOJ makes a major attack and basis for dismissal of my complaint on the basis 

of my complaint failing to make a claim, which I believe to be more smoke, mirrors, and 

misdirection I feel it is necessary to identify some items from the process of developing my 

Federal Questions Complaint and filing it relative to the Form used, and its parts of Jurisdiction, 

Statement of Claim, and Relief: 

5.1. As I said the Form was download from the Federal Judicial Website, and was edited to the 

best of my abilities as a pro se plaintiff using my engineering consulting and design background 

to begin engineering my case for my day in court:  First Prepare a Basis of Design identifying in 

general terms codes and standards that apply “Federal Questions Complaint”, publish that “File 

Federal Questions Complaint” wait for input while I prepared Final Design Documents detailing 

everything “Answers, Memorandum, Arguments and Exhibits” for my Day in Court.  So 

included in this ACE - 1ST Arguments Collective Explanatory submittal is everything I have 

developed to date for my case!  I want my day in court! 

5.2. Under the Jurisdiction Section of the Form it states that “only two types of cases can be 

heard in federal court: cases involving a Federal Question and cases involving diversity of 

citizenship of the parties.  Under 28 U.S.C. § 1331, a case arising under the United States 

Constitution or federal laws or treaties is a Federal Question Case.” 
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5.2.1. Thus questions relating to the ACA as a federal law, becomes a case of Federal Questions 

Jurisdiction, further more because these questions have a Supreme Law of the Land Basis in our 

Declaration of Independence, our Constitution, and our Bill of Rights it is further justified as a 

Federal Questions case relating to Constitutional Issues, for these are our FIRST LAWS, 

everything else is Ex Post Facto!! 

5.2.1.1. It is a series of Federal Questions of the Power of a citizen to exercise his First 

Amendment Rights et al versus the Power of the Federal Government to Infringe on those Rights 

et al and then cause him “pains and penalties” if he doesn’t want to join a citizen chain gang for 

the Federal Government demo-rats final destruction of the Once Republic United States of 

America. 

5.2.2. I state here that because of the interlocking Nature of the laws starting with the ACA, 

those listed are mutually dependent on each other, and for my case they need to be consider in 

the order presented in generality and then with specificity for the particularized context of my 

case. 

5.2.2.1. IE: the ACA’s “Religious Exemption Section” may be Constitutional as applied in 

generality, though I don’t believe it is, but still could be unconstitutional when applied to the 

specificity of the particularized context of my case:  Flemming v. Nestor, 363 U.S. 603 (1960); 

Related to the Social Security Act; Mr. Justice Harlan delivered the opinion of the Court: “It is 

thus apparent that, though the governing criterion may be readily stated, each case has turned on 

its own highly particularized context.”, thus the DOJ attempting to change the particularized 

context of the  Structure and Construction of my Federal Question Complaint shows the 

weakness of their position and the strength of a my Constitutionally Protected Liberates.  See 
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Exhibit 25 National Federation vs Sebelius Obama Care 2012; Case involving the ACA, Chief 

Justice Roberts Delivering the Opinion of the Court: “the taxing power does not give Congress 

the same degree of control over individual behavior.” Page 36 of 52 2ND Paragraph, and “That 

fully remedies the constitutional violation we have identified. The chapter of the United States 

Code that contains §1396c includes a severability clause confirming that we need go no further. 

That clause specifies that “[i]f any provision of this chapter, or the application thereof to ANY 

PERSON or CIRCUMSTANCE, is held invalid, the remainder of the chapter, and the 

application of such provision to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected thereby.”  

Page 45 of 52 2ND Paragraph, and my other arguments in Exhibit 25 apply.  So let me be FREE 

and the Federal Violators that Crucified me pay dearly!!!!  We need to RIGHT our 

REPUBLIC!!!! 

5.2.2.1.1. That means that my case is a Federal Question Case that hasn’t been identified and 

needs to be argued and heard, and that because of my particularized spiritual beliefs and 

practices I’m deserving of a “Religious Exemption” from the ACA, even though my spiritual 

beliefs and practices don’t meet any of the ACA’s very explicit and date sensitive religious tenet 

specifications. 

5.2.2.1.1.1. Further because it should now be clear that I should be granted a “Religious 

Exemption” to the ACA, which is what I’m fighting for, all of my SSA benefits are taken from 

me.  So I was not seeking a refund of my SSA Benefits, but recovery of what is rightfully mine 

and will be taken from me if not adjudicated for me as Rightfully Mine: See EXHIBIT 17 

Compensatory Damages and Constitutionality Of The ACA And SSA. 
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5.3. Under the Statement of Claim Section of the generic outline Form it states, “Write a short 

and plain statement of the claim.  Do not make legal arguments.  State as briefly as possible the 

facts showing that each plaintiff is entitled to the injunction or other relief sought.  State how 

each defendant was involved and what each defendant did that caused the plaintiff harm or 

violated the plaintiff’s rights, …” 

5.3.1. I believe I complied with this!  Note here that the Text states “Do not make legal 

arguments” and lists injunction before other relief, and in a critical path schedule a desired 

injunction for my case does come before relief of “Religious Exemption” and “Compensatory 

Damages” or the “Compensatory Damages” induced by the ACA keep growing and are at risk of 

Changes in the DOW, up I lose, down I win! 

5.3.1.1. I’m so very tired of risking anything on behalf of this Federal Government!  So an 

Injunction is not to defeat a tax but it protects me from losses, and limits me from future gains, 

so the injunction is equal and balanced for both sides!  If I win, I collect at an Absolute Very 

Minimum, for all the harm and pain and suffering of my Crucifixion at the hands of the Federal 

Government Demo-rats and their puppets, my “Compensatory Damages” of Federal Question 

Complaint Relief Item 3.  If I lose, I am still obligated to pay the taxes that may have occurred 

over the time period of the case, and I’m sure the IRS would Bear Its Most Powerful Arms and 

seek penalties and interest.  So there is a potential greater risk for me in having an injunction in 

place should I lose! 

5.4. Under the Relief Section: I listed them in order of date sequence.  I indicated in my 

Response/Motion of 27-Jun-2016 Doc. #14 & #15 that the Relief was sequenced in a Critical 
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Path Schedule formant not in order of jurisdiction.  Yet the DOJ fails to address this in proper 

sequence for my case.  They must think, “He is only a pro se so we will have and get our way!!” 

6.0. And we are back to needing to answer the five Federal Questions from 3.4 ante/supra: 

6.0.1. But before these questions above are answered below there is a test I must pass.  And 

because the DOJ and FBI refused to respond to my Criminal Complaint they forfeited their 

opportunity test me, their right to test me, thus I can only be tested before a Judiciary, and here 

we are!  This may be another reason that the DOJ has flip-flopped the Structure and Construction 

for their answer, because they have lost before they have even started because they passed on 

their opportunity to test my sincere spiritual beliefs and practices.  So here I present my proof 

and I have already expressed my willingness to be integrated at trial: 

6.0.1.1. Are my spiritual beliefs and practices sincere?  I must again reference third and second 

to last lines of 2.11. above. “Did the DOJ and/or Mr. Casey Smith search for, find, and read my 

Criminal Complaint, See Exhibit 16, an electronic copy of EXHIBIT 9 of GOD 20Feb2016 was 

included with other documents that show my spiritual beliefs and practices existed before the 

passing of the ACA?  Even long before our United States of America became a Republic!” 

6.0.1.1.1. I note here that there is no religious test allowed for holding public office in our 

Republic!  Maybe there should be, for islam is a Structure and Construction for Governance 

under islam over and above our Republic form.  It is the “Islamic Republic of Iran” after all, and 

Saudi Arabia has a white “Shahada/Swoard” – muslim profession of faith “there is no god but 

allah, and muhammad is the messenger of allah – supported by the Swoard!” on their green flag.   
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Do the Liberal-Socialist-et al-Demo-rats think they could live over there?  See 3RD MOP 

6.3.8.2.! 

6.0.1.2. Welsh v. United States, 398 U.S. 333 (1970) (holding that Welsh, who characterized his 

beliefs as nonreligious and expressed doubt in the existence of a Supreme Being, was entitled to 

a conscientious objector exemption to military service because his beliefs occupied a parallel 

place in his life to that of religious convictions); United States. v. Seeger, 380 U.S. 163 (1965) 

(stating that the applicable test for determining whether someone’s belief was based on religious 

training and belief was whether the belief was sincere and meaningful and “occup[ied] in the 

life of its possessor a place parallel to that filled by the God of those admittedly qualifying 

for the exemption”).  Citation: Excerpt from Oath Citizen; USCIS Policy Manual; Current as of 

February 25 2016; Volume 12 - Citizenship & Naturalization; Part J - Oath of Allegiance; 

Chapter 3 - Oath of Allegiance Modifications and Waivers. 

6.0.1.2.1. I believe my spiritual beliefs and practices will muster far beyond this inspection. 

6.0.1.3. The DOJ argues in their Answer at Page 17 of 33 last paragraph that, “Olson seeks a 

religious exemption, yet concedes he does not subscribe to any particular religious sect.”, The 

DOJ’s argument here is moot see Welsh v. United States noted above!  Did, Mr. Casey Smith 

even consider looking at the Free Exercise Clause See Exhibit 12 or the Establishment Clause 

See Exhibit 13, or consider Exhibit 17 Compensatory Damages and Constitutionality Of The 

ACA And SSA or is he so focused in on and bogged down in his 70,000+ pages of tax code 

looking for a waterloo that he can’t even consider the Structure and Construction of my Federal 

Questions Complaint et al or read and respond to Judge Senechal’s Order because it is so far 

outside his realm of understanding, and that’s why he flip-flopped it.  My Criminal Complaint, 
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See Exhibit 16, a copy was filed with DOJ Civil Rights: some DOJ Civil Rights Solider must be 

using it for latrine paper.  I would really like to know who this vicious government agent is: the 

Judiciary needs to make an extreme example of them along with their Masters!!!! 

6.0.1.3.1. My case should not be burdened by the DOJ’s failure to properly assign legal counsel 

for my case.  Or did the DOJ Diligently Intentionally Discriminate against me and assign it to the 

Tax Code Team hoping to defeat it without a grizzly resistance, for “He is only a pro se so we 

will have and get our way!!” I will present a conjunctive case later in this Response that will 

substantiate the validity of this question! (15) Flash: 11-Aug-16 there are 10s and more of these cases being driven by DOJ! 

6.0.1.4. For proof of my sincere spiritual beliefs I submit EXHIBIT 6 Renounce christian 

religious beliefs (1ST Q 2002); EXHIBIT 7 John 3_16 does not stand alone (19-Mar-2006); 

EXHIBIT 8 SRLS 22Mar2016 Presentation (2016); EXHIBIT 9 of GOD 20Feb2016 (09-Dec-

1990); EXHIBIT 10 PPC NATURES MEND The Book by kevin l olson 2014 (07-Apr-2007); 

and EXHIBIT 16 Criminal Complaint 08Oct2015 pages 67 of 85 Marital Termination 

Agreement Custody Items, (SCOTUS should not treat me like they did Newdow 2004) Item 2, 

2.e. on next page, and last sentence of first paragraph on page 71 of 85, and all my other case 

Documents and Arguments, and my willingness to open myself up to be interrogated at my trial.  

For what I’ve suffered to date, waterboarding would be a sip of lemonade on a warm Summer 

Sunday! 

6.0.1.4.1. The DOJ argues in their Answer Page 28 of 33 at the top of the page related to the 31-

Dec-1950 date that “The limitation prohibits groups from establishing a new ministry simply to 

circumvent the ACA provisions.”, this argument is moot, because the DOJ is attempting to apply 

a precedent to the ACA that was ruled in a particularized case to the SSA prior to the existence 
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of the ACA and the ACA is much broader in reach for it applies “pains and penalties” if one is 

given “Religious Exemption” status by taking away SSA Benefits; and at the bottom of the page 

they also argue, “These cases demonstrate that the ACA religious exemption permissibly 

accommodates religious sects while prohibiting individuals from creating new religions to 

bypass the statute.” this argument is moot also, because the DOJ is attempting to apply a 

precedent to the ACA that was ruled in a Particularized Case to the SSA prior to the existence of 

the ACA and the ACA is much broader in reach for it applies “pains and penalties” if one is 

given “Religious Exemption” status, supra.  All of the above Exhibits for poof of my sincere 

religious beliefs existed before the passing of the ACA in 2010, except my 2016 Presentation at 

NDSU/SRLS, and the fact is, my spiritual beliefs are not new to avoid participation in the ACA, 

but are very Ancient even older than all the Tenets of any other religion!  See Exhibit 9 of GOD 

20Feb2016, 3RD MOP – PLAINTIFF’S FINAL PLEADINGS 4 FREEDOM 17.16. – 17.22, 

Exhibit 17, 4.4.3.1.1. – 4.4.3.1.2.14.1. 

6.0.2. Before I present my position on the five questions I would like to make another attack on 

the position of the DOJ and Taxation of Liberties and Taxation for the general welfare of 

individuals if it was missed the First Time I shot it across the bow of the US.S DOJ:   

6.0.2.1. Taxation of Liberties and Taxation for the general welfare of individuals is Absolutely 

Unconstitutional in our Republic!  See 1ST MOP - PLAINTIFF LEADS WITH A TREE 

STRUCTURE OF US.S.LAW.  Noting further, We are here today because of a “A long train of 

abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce us under 

absolute Despotism!”  It is time for the Judiciary to bring the Legislative, and Executive 
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Branches of our Federal Government back in line with our Supreme Law of the Land our 

Republic Foundation!! 

6.1. @ 3.4.1.1. Can the Federal Government Constitutionally control Freedom of Religion by 

defining very specific and very strict acceptable religious tenets and that they have to be in place 

by a specific date, 31-Dec-1950, for an Individual or a Group of Individuals to qualify for what 

the Federal Government calls a “Religious Exemption”? 

6.1.1. I believe the answer to this is no!  See 1ST MOP; 2ND MOP – PLAINTIFF’S BRIEF 1: 

394 YRS OF FREEDOM 4 US2: 1.2., 2.2., 3.2.1., 3.3.1., Section 5.0, et al; 3RD MOP – 

PLAINTIFF’S FINAL PLEADINGS 4 FREEDOM: 0.0., 1.1., 1.5., 1.5.2., 1.5.2.1., 1.5.2.2., 

2.1.2., Section 3.0., 4.6., 6.3.9., 6.3.23.2.1., 6.3.24.1., 6.3.31., 9.1.1., 9.1.3., 9.2.10.3., 10.2.3.4.1., 

all of Section 10.0. STARE DECISIS, 13.10.2., 17.36., 17.36.1., 17.37., 17.37.1., 17.41., 17.45., 

17.60., with 17.36 being applicable to the 4TH Amendment; EXHIBIT 12 Free Exercise … Sec. 

8 & 9 et al; and EXHIBIT 15 14TH Amendment Sec 1 & 4 Annotated, and again with the 

following request: 

6.1.1.1. I ask the Judiciary for the following like consideration that was used in the opening 

comments of Roe v. Wade with the three substitutions indicated: “We forthwith acknowledge 

our awareness of the sensitive and emotional nature of the “religion” abortion controversy, of the 

vigorous opposing views, even among “religions, sects of religions, clergy of sects, members of 

sects, and scientists” physicians, and of the deep and seemingly absolute convictions that the 

subject inspires. One's philosophy, one's experiences, one's exposure to the raw edges of human 

existence, one's religious training, one's attitudes toward life and family and their values, and the 
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moral standards one establishes and seeks to observe, are all likely to influence and to color one's 

thinking and conclusions about “religion” abortion.” 

6.1.2. What has happened to our First Amendment Rights?  I can’t find any additional 

Amendments amending them?  So if Congress shall make no law about religion how is it that we 

have so many laws involving religion today?  “A long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing 

invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce us under absolute Despotism!” – “Abuses 

and Usurpations” by the Legislative, Executive, and Politically Affiliated Judges, and fighting 

between them.  I think this fight is best expressed by the Demo-rats, Religious Freedom 

Restoration Act of 1993 (RFRA), 42 U.S.C. § 2000bb et seq, which was passed to offset a 1990 

Native American Peyote Case having a very rightwing attack on the Free Exercise Clause  See 

Exhibit 12 Free Exercise of Sincere Religious Beliefs, Sections 8. and 9.  So both Federal 

Political Parties want to put me, and We the People under Absolute Despotism!  Oh how I want 

to hear the Trump Trumpets Blowing in November of this year!!!!  Trump: A playing non-

politician chosen to Rank above the cesspoolians in W.D.C.!! 

6.1.3. Here is a little of my simplicity: a caricature mockery parody on the demo-rat party and 

what I, and We the People face from the W.D.C., the wimps-degenerates-criminals, that occupy 

our Capital City: “Yo ho gib me ya doe, scape da twitch in ya china so ya gin can sped ya legs on 

ya reclina, but ya be no sayen pase to above cuse the feds slap ya wid dare BIG DOJ glub uness 

dat allah be ya lub!!”  My retort to Nancy Pelosi’s declaration at the 2016 DNC on “unda 

edjukated wite mails” supporting Trump!!!!  But that bitch can’t even read: “But we have to pass 

the bill so that you can find out what is in it away from the fog of controversy.” Or is she just a 

Krooked Kunning Konniving old party Demo-rat nibbling away at our roots and a force of 
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resistance to the Republican Party’s Reconstruction through Trump?  [The Ku Klux Klan was 

originally and primarily an arm of the Southern Democrat Party to resist the Republican Party’s 

Reconstruction of 1866 and beyond] The Federal Government want’s us “dumb” so they can put 

us under their thumbs of Absolute Despotism!!!  Stopping North Carolina’s voter ID law because 

of the past history of NC’s discrimination as the basis for blocking it is just the same shit from 

the old/new KKK the demo-rats on a different day.  Know the fruit of the tree from its roots!!!!  

For the past history of NC Discrimination is from the federal demo-rats and the new NC is part 

of the RNC.  If your black and support the demo-rats it’s not a rope they will lynch you with, but 

overreaching regulations and taxes, and slavery will once again reign in the land of the Free and 

the Home of the Brave.  Hamilton, yes the one of the play on Broadway that is getting all the 

praise recently, stipulated to this in his First Federalist Letter: see 3RD MOP 6.3.23.5. bottom of 

32 of 117, and then look at the bottom of 13 of 117, then go up and start at the beginning of this 

item and read it in entirety.  Override the old/new KKK with a vote for Trump!!]  See the trend 

of Absolute Despotism in my very next question!!! (16) commencing demagogues: obama calls Trump 1, kettle black! 

6.2. @ 3.4.1.2. Do I first have to ask the Federal Government if I can exercise my spiritual 

beliefs and practices? 

6.2.1. No!  See EXHIBIT 13 Establishment Clause Separation of Church and State. 

6.3. @ 3.4.1.3. Can the Federal Government apply a specific religious islamic socio-economic 

zakat tax to me if I don’t want to participate in the Federal Government’s welfare of other 

individual citizens? 
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6.3.1. No! See above two answers!  See also 1ST MOP; 2ND MOP – PLAINTIFF’S BRIEF 1: 

394 YRS OF FREEDOM 4 US2; and 3RD MOP – PLAINTIFF’S FINAL PLEADINGS 4 

FREEDOM, and all the associated Exhibits for it is now time to understand the habitual mischief 

of constitutional usurpations of the members of the Demo-rat Party for the last 120+ years. 

6.3.1.1. For President Pierce, a Democrat in 1854 was a Staunch Constitutionalist, See 3RD 

MOP 10.0. – 10.2.3.9.1.  And when you consider that on 02-Aug-2016 President Obama 

publically proclaimed Trump unfit to be President, the Judiciary needs to consider Obama and 

his care for US2 versus Trump in 6.3.23.5. of 3RD MOP, Let us turn to Hamilton in Federalist 

Paper No. 1: …,et al ante et post, for it is obama’s lack of care for US2 that is causing We the 

People to be murdered within our United States of America and the Republic for which it Stood!  

For obama is giving aid and comfort to our sworn enemy, Islamic Iran, for they swear every day, 

“Death to America”!  See 3RD MOP 17.9.; EXHIBIT 20 14TH Amendment Sec 2 & 3 

Annotated; and EXHIBIT 21 Iran Nuclear Deal A Review By a Process Engineer!  Open it and 

search for Congress, “SUBJUGATION OF THE U.S. CONGRESS OCCURS IN SEVERAL 

LOCATIONS THROUGHOUT THE DOCUMENT !” 

6.4. @ 3.4.1.4. Can the Federal Government take away my benefits from other Federal 

Government programs that I have participated in for most of my life if I am granted a “Religious 

Exemption” from the ACA? 

6.4.1. No!  In United States v. Lovett, 328 U. S. 303, 328 U. S. 315-316, we said: ". . . legislative 

Acts, no matter what their form, that apply either to named individuals or to easily ascertainable 

members of a group in such a way as to inflict punishment on them without a judicial trial are 

bills of attainder prohibited by the Constitution."  The ACA is a “bill of attainder” see EXHIBIT 
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17 Compensatory Damages and Constitutionality Of The ACA And SSA 6.3.11., et al ante et 

post.  And uses coercion, see Section 11 3RD MOP. 

6.4.2. 2ND MOP, 5.1. Steward Mach. Co. v. Collector, 301 U.S. 548 (1937); Related to the 

Social Security Act; Mr. Justice Cardozo in delivering the opinion of the Court: “The act of 

Congress is therefore valid, so far at least as its system of exemptions is concerned, and this 

though we assume that discrimination, if gross enough, is equivalent to confiscation, and subject 

under the Fifth Amendment to challenge and annulment.” 

6.4.3. 2ND MOP, 5.1.1. I argue, that my case, is a case of discrimination gross enough for it 

violates my unalienable rights, and autotomy; invades my privacy; and discriminates against me 

because of my age; and is equivalent to confiscation, because obama care fines me for not 

playing because of my religious beliefs and practices, and if I get a “playing exemption” it 

penalizes me by taking away my Social Security Act Benefits!  Obama care is “a bill of pains 

and penalties” reaching to a “bill of attainder”!  Yet the DOJ in their Answer, page 28 of 33 third 

paragraph, argue against use of the Fifth Amendment based on a recent court cases. 

6.4.3.1. Every case that I have ever looked at for my case, near the end of the ruling opinion 

has some form of exception because of the particularized content of the case.  Let’s go to trial 

on my Federal Questions Case’s particularized context! 

6.4.4. 2ND MOP, 5.2. Helvering v. Davis, 301 U.S. 619 (1937); Related to the Social Security 

Act; Mr. Justice Cardozo delivered the opinion of the Court: “Whether wisdom or unwisdom 

resides in the scheme of benefits set forth in Title II it is not for us to say. The answer to such 

inquiries must come from Congress, not the courts. Our concern here, as often, is with power, 
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not with wisdom.”  See EXHIBIT 12 Free Exercise of Sincere Religious Beliefs, and EXHIBIT 

17 Compensatory Damages and Constitutionality Of The ACA And SSA. 

6.4.4.1. EXHIBIT 17, 6.4.3. This action, it seems to me, takes Nestor's insurance without just 

compensation, and in violation of the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment. Moreover, it 

imposes an ex post facto law and bill of attainder by stamping him, without a court trial, as 

unworthy to receive that for which he has paid and which the Government promised to pay him. 

6.4.4.1.1. This moots the DOJ’s Answer argument on page 22 of 33 first and second paragraph 

under Item A.  Furthermore I wonder did Mr. Casey Smith Read “NFIB” that he noted in the 

second paragraph which is the case of EXHIBIT 25 National Federation vs Sebelius Obama Care 

2012, and specifically page 3 of 53 of Exhibit 25 “Today, the restrictions on government power 

foremost in many Americans’ minds are likely to be affirmative prohibitions, such as contained 

in the Bill of Rights. These affirmative prohibitions come into play, however, only where the 

Government possesses authority to act in the first place. If no enumerated power authorizes 

Congress to pass a certain law, that law may not be enacted, even if it would not violate any of 

the express prohibitions in the Bill of Rights or elsewhere in the Constitution.”  E25-klo-IA-1: 

[The ACA does violate affirmative prohibitions of the Bill of Rights and that is what my case is 

First and Foremost all about!!!!]  Congress has “no enumerated power” for welfare laws of the 

individual citizen, see 1ST MOP, thus the ACA and SSA should have not been enacted!! 

6.4.4.1.1.1. Or did Mr. Casey Smith even consider, “The enumeration in the Constitution, of 

certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage [To connect unequally; to match 

unsuitably] others retained by the people.”, or “The powers not delegated to the United States by 

the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to 
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the people.” Citation:  Amendment IX & X of Our Constitution.  See 2ND MOP – 

PLAINTIFF’S BRIEF 1: 394 YRS OF FREEDOM 4 US2 3.17 to 3.19 et al.  It was after all the 

DOJ and Mr. Casey Smith that asked for a 30 day time extension in Doc. #9 on the basis, “5. 

Despite diligent efforts to prepare a response, the United States requests additional time to 

review and address the broad constitutional issues raised in the Complaint.”  I can say it doesn’t 

appear to me that their Answer was very broad!!  So if their diligent efforts failed do they lose?  

Again the DOJ are the ones who chose to argue their Answer the way they did instead of 

attacking my Federal Questions Complaint Structure and Construction!  I win all my Relief!  See 

3RD MOP mopping up the “A long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same 

Object evinces a design to reduce us under absolute Despotism!” 

6.5. @ 3.4.1.5. Are Federal Government Welfare programs for individuals even Constitutional? 

6.5.1. No!  See 6.0.1. 

7.0. In my 53 years of seeking Life, Liberty, and Pursuit of Happiness I have often found that 

BLESSINGS come in the form of a disguise [something that at first seems bad, but later turns 

out to be beneficial]: See 3.1. “snuff and juicy fruit” supra also 1) the Failure of my Redress to 

Government Actors to be supported starting early 2014; 2) failure of DOJ and FBI to respond to 

my Criminal Complaint filed with them 08-Oct-2015; 3) the DOJ’s request to me to agree to a 

Time Extension to Answer; 4) the DOJ failing to agree to my conditions for their Time 

Extension to Answer; 5) the DOJ’s stipulation to my conditions in their actual request to the 

Court for a Time Extension to Answer; 6) the DOJ’s making unrelated arguments in their request 

for a Time Extension that weren’t related to the Time Extension to Answer; 7) which Compelled 

me to respond with arguments against the DOJ’s unrelated arguments for Time Extension with a 

53 not 55 because my first memory is snuff at 2 
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Response/Motion; 8) my identification of additional defendants, such as the DOJ and FBI as a 

whole and specific officials in my Response/Motion; 9) having the Judge Senechal so Order the 

DOJ to respond to my Response/ Motion; 10) DOJ’s answer of multiple motions and move for 

dismissal and not responding to the Judge Senechal’s Order; 11) my motion for discovery for 

copies of DOJ’s Answer Documents because Defendants Answer Documents not served on me 

within 3 days after filing of Answer Documents (apparently DOJ chose to change their mailing 

process and mailed from DOJ’s Offices in DC versus having them printed and mailed from US 

Attorney’s Office in Fargo) causing unnecessary additional emotional stress and harm, and 

monetary costs to me; 12) and here we are now 08-Aug-2016, 31+ months later, with my 1ST 

ACE to the DOJ’s Answer of a different Structure and Construction with multiple Motions to 

again attempt a change of defendants and then have the claim dismissed; and 13) here in my 

Response my Final Written Arguments (MOPs) and Exhibits for my Case before my Trial. 

7.1. For I’m a Federal Criminal in avoidance because I paid an islamic zakat bribe to the U.S. 

Treasury so as not to lose my SSA Benefits for exercising my spiritual beliefs and practices. 

8.0. Now Let us consider what I believe to be the BLESSING of Time Delay for my case, supra 

2.11.4., that may not have even been revealed if it were not for all the turned backs and delays 

from early 2014 to today, supra. (17) And it turns out there are many more of these cases out there!!!! 

8.0.1. THE BLESSING: Comes in the form of a CONJUNCTIVE COMPLAINT modified 

below to hide the parties for a time, that I believe shows startling similarity and applicability to 

my case. 
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8.1. This Complaint relates to a Government Entity applying a Law to religious individuals 

wherein it is argued that the SUBJECTS were discriminated against based on the application of 

the Law to their religion.  Sounds familiar! 

8.2. The SUBJECTS under the Protection of a Major Legal Entity (MLE) resulted in the MLE 

issuing a PUBLIC NOTICE for IMMEDIATE RELEASE 21-Jul-2016 with A TRUE COPY 

CERTIFIED TO FROM THE RECORD of the Conjunctive Compliant attached, which had been 

filed on the same day, 21-Jul-2016.   

8.2.A. Wherein the MLE: Claims Violations: 

8.2.A.1. COUNT I LAWS - Substantial Burden: 47. Defendant's treatment and denial of the 

SUBJECTS variance [EXEMPTION] [noting for my case, my lesser age did not allow me to 

even apply for a Variance or an EXEMPTION, supra, thus the Law, the ACA, in my case 

imposes much harsher hideous egregiously heinous treatment!!!!] constitutes the imposition or 

implementation of the Law that imposes a substantial burden on the SUBJECTS’ RELIGIOUS 

EXERCISE, which burden is not in furtherance of a compelling governmental interest and/or is 

not the least restrictive means of furthering such interest, in violation of the Law [In my case the 

LAWS, the ACA violated is the Declaration of Independence, our Constitution, and our Bill of 

Rights et al, which are Legally Binding on all of us!  Public Interest in my case was defeated, 

supra at 2.12 to 2.13. related to requirements in 6.1.1.1. ante et post.  IE: ante et post, John 3:16 

does not stand alone !!!!!!!] nor do any snippets of stare decisis.  

8.2.A.2. COUNT II LAWS - Equal Terms: 49. Defendant's treatment of the SUBJECTS and its 

denial of the SUBJECTS’ variance [EXEMPTION] application [supra] constitutes the 
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imposition or implementation of the Law that treated, and continues to treat, the SUBJECTS 

on less than equal terms with a nonreligious assembly or institution, [or other religious 

institutions] in violation of the Law. 

8.2.A.3. COUNT III: Discrimination, 51. Defendant has treated the SUBJECTS and its 

application of the Law differently from other applications of the Law on the basis of religion or 

religious denomination, in violation of the Law; and [Law in my case, supra] 

8.2.A.4. COUNT IV LAWS - Unreasonable Limitations, 53. Defendant has placed 

unreasonable limitations on religious assemblies, institutions, and structures, including 

unreasonable limitations on the SUBJECTS, through its Law [ACA], in violation of the Law 

[Our Supreme Law]. 

8.2.B. And the MLE on behalf of the SUBJECTS asks: WHEREFORE, the MLE PRAYS that 

this Court enter an order that: [PRAYS – All Caps, Bolded, and Underlined for added 

emphasis!] 

8.2.B.1. Declares that Defendant’s policies and practices, as alleged herein, violate the Law; 

8.2.B.2. Enjoins the Defendants from imposing- a) substantial burden on the religious 

exercise of SUBJECTS; b) Treating the SUBJECTS on less than equal terms with 

nonreligious assemblies or institutions; c) Discriminating against the SUBJECTS on the basis 

of religion or religious denomination; d) Placing unreasonable limitations on SUBJECTS 

and on other religious organizations; Like I want to enjoin all those who have caused me 

harm, most of them of the MOST HIGH POSITION with MOST HIGH POWER! 
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8.2.B.3. Requires the Defendants, its officers, employees, agents, successors, and all other 

persons in concert or participation with it, to: a) Take such actions as may be necessary to 

restore, as nearly as practicable, SUBJECTS to the position they would have been in but for 

Defendants’ unlawful conduct, including but not limited to granting such approvals as are 

necessary to allow SUBJECTS to exercise their religious beliefs and practices; and b) Take such 

actions as may be necessary to prevent the recurrence of such unlawful conduct in the future, 

including but not limited to, providing Law training to its personnel, establishing procedures to 

address complaints of Law violations, and maintaining records and submitting reports relating to 

Law compliance. 

8.2.B.4. Awards such additional relief as the interests of justice may require, together with 

the MLE’s costs and disbursements in this action. 

8.3. I argue that this looks, sounds, applies, and requests similar if not identical Charges, and 

Relief related to my Claims Made and Relief Sought! 

8.4. The Conjunctive Case Jurisdiction, Number, and Venue: 

8.4.1. Eastern District of Pennsylvania Case No. 16 3938, 

8.4.2. This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 [As I claimed a 

Federal Question in 3:16-cv-93 I had my Redress, and Criminal Complaint shot down and/or 

ignored; as the victim, I initiated my Federal Question Case in the United States District Court of 

my residency that being the United States District Court for the District of North Dakota, Fargo 

Division, as per 28 USC 1331 this Court has Jurisdiction Proper.] 
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8.4.3. Venue is proper under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b) because the actions giving rise to this action 

occurred in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. [Based on my review of 28 USC 1391 (a); 

(c)(1); (e)(1)(C); and (e)(2) the United States District Court for the District of North Dakota, 

Fargo Division is the Venue Proper.] 

8.5. Parties to the Conjunctive Case above are:  1) MLE is the US DOJ; 2) SUBJECTS are 

muslims of the Bensalem Masjid Mosque, Bensalem, PA which is 18 miles Northeast of the 

Heart of Philadelphia, PA; and 3) the Defendants are the Local Governing Body and its officials 

etal in charge of Bensalem Township, PA and the upholding and applications of Laws, 

specifically Zoning Laws in this Conjunctive Case.  See Exhibit 27 US v Bensalem Township 

PA Zoning for Mosque 21Jul2016 with my annotations. 

8.6. I argue that when you stand my case next to this conjunctive case it shows the absolute 

discriminate nature of the DOJ in supporting and protecting some religions, specifically islam, 

and not others.  This will be shown, argued, and proven in my other Case Documents and 

Exhibits included as part of this Response to the DOJ’s Answer to my Federal Question 

Complaint 3:16-cv-93.  See 3RD MOP 1.5.2.2.; 9.2.10.2.; & 17.5.1.3.; EXHIBIT 22 Imam 

Obamas Voice And Actions For ISIL e-#38.2); and his crowned queen hillary in EXHIBIT 28 

ARB Report Bombings of US Embassies 1998 Annotated, associated with Benghazi, a REAL 

AMERICAN PRESIDENT would have fired her ass; and Section 14 13 below. 

8.7. I believe my case has ABSOLUTELY STRONGER legal Protection, because the basis of 

LAW for my case is not zoning, but the Very Foundation of our Republic, LAWS Protecting 

UNALIENABLE RIGHTS, FREEDOM OF RELIGION et al, and THEY are being VIOLATED 

by those in the MOST HIGH POSITIONS with the MOST HIGH POWER even though they all 
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took OATHS to UPHOLD, PROTECT, and DEFEND THE SUPREME LAWS of our UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA!!!!  See supra at 6.4.4.1.1. 

8.8. This conjunctive case and the startling similarity and applicability to my case is most 

condemning against the DOJ’s non Response to my Criminal Complaint even more so when you 

connect it EXHIBIT 19 Absolute Immunity Non-Applicability; and the DOJ’s approach of 

changing the Structure and Construction of my Federal Question and then making arguments on 

their Structure and Construction versus mine, even after being Ordered by Judge Senechal to 

respond to my Structure and Construction!! 

8.8.1. I use DOJ here to encompass the actions of all who have signed the Defendant’s 

Documents in my case and those who have signed and supported the signatories in Exhibit 27, 

and that their actions now fall under 18 USC 241 Conspiracy Against Rights, et al, See 3RD 

MOP – PLAINTIFF’S FINAL PLEADINGS 4 FREEDOM 6.3.36. – 6.3.37.3. and was included 

in my Response/Motion of 27-Jun-2016 Doc. #14 & #15, as Ordered by the Judge in Doc. #16, 

which the DOJ did not respond to!!  I guess “Sovereign Immunity” is superglued between their 

ears blocking their sight and minds!!  This is the time and the case to end “Sovereign 

Immunity”!!!! 

9.0. I believe it is important to list some other items that the DOJ did not address in their Answer 

relative to my Response/Motion of 27-Jun-2016, and were so Ordered to do so. 

9.1. Item 4. Tax Evasion as a crime, and 18 U.S.C. Section 241; Conspiracy Against Rights … 

supra. 
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9.2. Item 5.a.)3) My contact to Taxpayer Advocate Service, Tax Law Section and that no 

exemptions were applicable and that I was proceeding down the correct path with a Criminal 

Complaint. 

9.2.1. I believe I acted in good conscience and with due diligence to follow the correct path of 

resolving my Redress of Grievances short of Filing for an exemption when I wasn’t even eligible 

to apply for one because of my lesser age. 

9.2.2. I argue that to apply for an exemption when I’m not eligible for an exemption due to a 

very specific stated age criteria is like saying you don’t have a driver’s license because you 

didn’t ask for one even though you’re not old enough for one.  In the ACA I had to pay a ticket 

for Free Exercise of my spiritual beliefs and practices because I didn’t have a Religious 

Exemption License, because I was born after the date for acceptable Religious Licensing! I guess 

I, and we are no longer Free to Exercise Religion in our United States of America unless we 

become islamists?  Where did our Republic go?  See supra 6.2. and 6.2.1.   I went as far as I 

could!  Growing up when dad said “no” it meant “NO”!!!! 

9.3. 5.a)7) The Shared Responsibility Payment (SRP) being directly from the religious socio-

economic islamic code of zakat as the Fourth Pilar of Islam.  See Exhibit 26 Zakat.  This is 

specific entanglement of the ACA with a specific religion and violates the Establishment Clause. 

Who drove the zakat into obama care?  Imam obama!  See EXHIBIT 22 Imam Obamas Voice 

And Actions For ISIL; Exhibit 21; Exhibit 20; and 3RD MOP Section 17.; and Section 6. 

9.4. 5.c) Excessive entanglement of spiders and flies. Supra. 
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9.5. 7.e)1) Sherbet v. Verner Ruling. “The door of the Free Exercise Clause stands tightly closed 

against any governmental regulation of religious beliefs as such. Government may neither 

compel affirmation of a repugnant belief, nor penalize or discriminate against individuals or 

groups because they hold religious views abhorrent to the authorities, nor employ the taxing 

power to inhibit the dissemination of particular religious views. … It is too late in the day to 

doubt that the liberties of religion and expression may be infringed by the denial of or placing of 

conditions upon a benefit or privilege.”  I don’t need to guess any more: “Sovereign Immunity” 

is out the door!!!! 

9.6. 7.e)2) SCOTUS’ Power to set limits on democratic government and keep them from 

undermining the fundamental values common to all Americans, i.e. freedom of speech, freedom 

of religion, and due process of law.  That’s why we are a Republic-Democracy and not an 

obama “Deliberative” or hillary “egalitarian” or the demo-rats “Pure” Democracy: because our 

Founding Fathers provided We the People with certain Unalienable Rights!!  Supra!! 

9.6.1. I argue: And here we are using the due process of law for my case, where the majority of 

the Legislative Branch was made up of Demo-rat Actors who passed a bill, and the President, 

who is thought to be a Demo-rat, though he could be much uglier, signed that bill, the ACA, that 

undermines my FREEDOM OF RELIGION et al. 

9.6.1.1. This is the time and the case for this Judiciary to ACT against the “long train of 

usurpations”!!!! 

9.7. http://www.pogo.org/our-work/reports/2014/hundreds-of-justice-attorneys-violated-

standards.html !!  I don’t need to guess any more: “Sovereign Immunity”, has NO 

http://www.pogo.org/our-work/reports/2014/hundreds-of-justice-attorneys-violated-standards.html
http://www.pogo.org/our-work/reports/2014/hundreds-of-justice-attorneys-violated-standards.html
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COMMUNITY, NO PLACE in our UNITED SATES OF AMERICA and the REPUBLIC for 

which it STANDS!!!! [31-Aug-2016] FOX evening news: FOX News reports that the DOJ admitted lying to SCOTUS!! 

10.0. I have attempted to address all the issues with the DOJ’s Answer to my Case Documents 

filed to date.  As a pro se, I ask for the following additional leave:  Should the Judiciary find 1) 

something I missed in the DOJ’s Answer to please allow me to address it before ruling; and 2) 

something is not clear in my Document submitted to date that I be allowed to address it also!  

10.1. I’m sure the DOJ is going to want to Answer this one also, but I argue that they had their 

opportunity to argue, and now I can close the pre-trial written arguments with this Response to 

the DOJ’s Answer, and put it into the hands of the United States District Court for the District of 

North Dakota, Fargo Division, as per 28 USC 1331 has Jurisdiction Proper to review the Case 

Documents, Arguments, Hear arguments at Trial, Decide, and then Issue a Ruling with Orders. 

10.2. Of course, if either party is not satisfied with the ruling, opportunities for appeal all the way 

to SCOTUS I hope exist.  But this United States District Court for the District of North Dakota, 

Fargo Division is the proper place to adjudicate this Federal Questions Case. 

11.0. My hope is in the Separate Powers of the Judiciary to hold steadfast to our Declaration of 

Independence, our Constitution, and our Bill of Rights against the Mischief, the ACA et al; and 

Violations of Oaths and Ministerial Duties by Actors of the Legislative, and Executive Branches.  

I’m not sure there’s a difference in the two Parties, though most of the Relief Burden in this case 

is on the Demo-rats. 
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12.0. For the above reasons the DOJ’s Motion for Change of Defendants; other Motions; and 

Motion for Dismissal are moot, and the Particularized Context of my case needs to be reviewed 

and Adjudicated, or if need be heard at Trial and then Adjudicated. 

13.0. The Following are the Motions Requested based on the arguments herein and supported by 

all my other Documents. 

13.1. Motion for Plaintiff to be granted a “Religious Exemption” from the ACA and SSA. 

13.2. Motion to award to Plaintiff all Compensatory Damages of ACA fines and SSA Benefits 

with DOW rate of return as detailed in Federal Question Complaint 3:16-cv-00093 Relief Item 3. 

13.3. Motions for award of Monetary Relief, and Punitive and Exemplary Relief against DOJ 

and FBI and their employees, and Master as detailed in 3RD MOP Section 12. 

13.4. Motions for award of Monetary Relief, and Punitive and Exemplary Relief against each 

member of Congress, personally, as detailed in 3RD MOP Section 17. 

13.5. Motions for award of Monetary Relief, and Punitive and Exemplary Relief against 

President Barack Obama, personally, as detailed in 3RD MOP Section 17. (18) First President not to accept 

public campaign finance money in 2008.  He then raised $1 Billion Dollars:  where did it all come from: really?? 

13.6. Motion for award to Plaintiff Compensatory Damages for Fees and Expenses of a pro se 

plaintiff forced to act on his own accord as “Adjusted Remedies & Relief”, Bivens et al, as 

detailed in 3RD MOP Section 21. even though I’m not a lawyer.  

13.7. Motion for award to Plaintiff recognizing “GATHERING CENTER DISCIPLESHIP” 

(“GCD”) as a CHURCH under US Federal and State Law as outlined in 3RD MOP Section 22. 
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13.8. Motion for Awards to Plaintiff of such additional relief as the interests of justice may 

require. 

13.8.1. With emphasis for consideration to the arrest and try Hillary Clinton for dereliction of 

duty as Secretary of State, See 3RD MOP Section 1. @ 1.5.2.2. pages 8,9, & 10 of 117; 6.3.22.1. 

bottom of 31 of 117; 9.2.10.2. to of 47 of 117; 17.5.1.3. bottom of page 90  through 92 of 117; 

and EXHIBIT 28 ARB Report Bombings of US Embassies 1998 Annotated providing specific 

legal and binding requirements for future Secretary of States to abide by for the Protection of 

specific personnel under them that are placed in dangerous places around the World. 

13.9. Motion for Trial for all other Relief not included in orders but requested in my Case 

Documents – with expediency because I’m a criminal in avoidance because I paid the illegal 

zakat bribe of the ACA so that I could continue to exercise my religious beliefs and practices 

without health insurance:  See last introductory paragraph before Item 1.0 above; Item 7.1. 

above; Item 13.11. below; and USC Amendment VI as amended, “In all criminal prosecutions, 

the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the State 

and district wherein the crime shall have been committed, which district shall have been 

previously ascertained by law, and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be 

confronted with the witnesses against him; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses 

in his favor, and to have the Assistance of Counsel for his defense.” 

13.10. This Court can rule on those things within its Power such as Granting me “Religious 

Exemption” from the ACA and SSA; awarding me my “Compensatory Damages” caused by the 

ACA which includes the taking of my SSA Benefits; “Compensatory Damages” for Fees and 

Expenses for a pro se as “Adjusted Remedies & Relief”, Bivens et al, even though I’m not a 
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lawyer; et al; and move with a request to SCOTUS for a Writ of Certiorari for all things needing 

to be heard before and adjudicated by SCOTUS, which I believe are none because of “courts” 

Bivens supra and all my detailed and specific arguments showing Constitutional Proof that all 

the Relief I seek is Right and Just and can be so ordered by this COURT!!!! 

13.11. I look forward to my Trial, for if I had not paid the Illegal Zakat Tax of the ACA I would 

be a Criminal, my Response/Motion 27-Jun-2016 Item 4 and would be on Trial for my Life, 

Liberty, and Pursuit of Happiness.  The DOJ did not respond to this Item in their Answer either, 

supra! 

14. And the Discriminative Nature of obama and his puppets proliferates and spears me deeper:  

Flash Email, 03-Aug-2016, 2:20 PM CT excerpted, “I commuted Sherman’s sentence and those 

of many others who were serving unjust and outdated prison sentences.  And today, I’m 

commuting the Sentences of 214 men and women who are just as deserving of a second chance.  

Altogether, I’ve commuted more sentences than the past nine presidents combined.  And I am 

not done yet.  These acts of clemency are important steps for families like Sherman’s and steer 

our country in a better direction, … .  We need Congress to pass meaningful federal sentencing 

reform that will allow us to more effectively use taxpayer dollars to protect the public.”  Thank 

you, President Barack Obama. 

14.1. Where was my second chance, and his clemency towards me when I asked him to let me 

Freely Exercise my spiritual beliefs and practices??  See 3RD MOP Sections 6.0., 12.0., and 

17.0.  Those were not good ideas to an imam for islam!  At every turn, he shows himself and 

imam for islam, for on 03-Aug-2016 it is being reported he had delivered in the dark of night, see 

EXHIBIT 7 John 3_16 does not stand alone, 3.2 @ 3 of 11; 3.4 @ 5 of 11; & 3.19; 3.20; & 3.21 
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@ 8 of 11, another $400 million to his brothers in islam in the Islamic Republic of Iran around 

the time Iran attacked our two Navy Fast Boats and took the our fighting men hostage!!  Was this 

ransom money or just more aid and comfort for our enemy, The Islamic Republic Of Iran, the 

World Leader in State Sponsored Terrorism!  This is after a $150 billion was released to them by 

a Treaty that was never approved by Congress, blocked by the Demo-rats, or was it never a 

Treaty, making it only Aid and Comfort to our sworn enemy.   Obama is an imam of treason 

against US2!!!!  See 3RD MOP Section 17; EXHIBIT 20 14TH Amendment Sec 2 & 3 

Annotated; EXHIBIT 21 Iran Nuclear Deal A Review By a Process Engineer; EXHIBIT 22 

Imam Obamas Voice And Actions For ISIL; EXHIBIT 26 Zakat; EXHIBIT 28 ARB Report 

Bombings of US Embassies 1998 Annotated et al !!!!!!!!  See all my Documents for my Entire 

Case relates to his being an imam for islam and imposing his religion on me, and US2, and his 

Demo-rats support him without questioning the destruction to our Declaration of Independence, 

our Constitution, our Bill of Rights: OUR REPUBLIC!!  THEY HAVE COMMITTED 

TREASON!!!! 

15. Supporting Documents in electronic PDF Format to this Response are indexed below and are 

included on the attached CD: (“MOP” – Memorandum Of Plaintiff.  “US.S.LAW” – United 

States Supreme Law.) 

1ST MOP - PLAINTIFF LEADS WITH A TREE STRUCTURE OF US.S.LAW. 

2ND MOP – PLAINTIFF’S BRIEF 1: 394 YRS OF FREEDOM 4 US2 

3RD MOP – PLAINTIFF’S FINAL PLEADINGS 4 FREEDOM 

EXHIBIT 6 Renounce christian religious beliefs 

EXHIBIT 7 John 3_16 does not stand alone 

EXHIBIT 8 SRLS 22Mar2016 Presentation 

EXHIBIT 9 of GOD 20Feb2016 

EXHIBIT 10 PPC NATURES MEND The Book by kevin l olson 2014 

EXHIBIT 11 Communications Seeking Help 

EXHIBIT 12 Free Exercise of Sincere Religious Beliefs 

EXHIBIT 13 Establishment Clause Separation of Church and State 

EXHIBIT 14 Internal Revenue Bulletin HIPPA and Churches 
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EXHIBIT 15 14TH Amendment Sec 1 & 4 Annotated 

EXHIBIT 16 Criminal Complaint 08Oct2015 

EXHIBIT 17 Compensatory Damages and Constitutionality Of The ACA And SSA 

EXHIBIT 18 DOJ & FBI Damages to klo 

EXHIBIT 19 Absolute Immunity Non-Applicability 

EXHIBIT 20 14TH Amendment Sec 2 & 3 Annotated 

EXHIBIT 21 Iran Nuclear Deal A Review By a Process Engineer 

EXHIBIT 22 Imam Obamas Voice And Actions For ISIL 

EXHIBIT 23 H S & P Damages to klo 

EXHIBIT 24 David King v Sylvia Burwell No 14 114 25Jun2015 Annotated 

EXHIBIT 25 National Federation vs Sebelius Obama Care 2012 

EXHIBIT 26 Zakat 

EXHIBIT 27 US v Bensalem Township PA Zoning for Mosque 21Jul2016 

EXHIBIT 28 ARB Report Bombings of US Embassies 1998 Annotated 

EXHIBIT 29 Plaintiff's Fees and Expenses for Redress of Grievances with the ACA 

EXHIBIT 30 Plaintiffs 2015 1040 2 pages 
 

Dated 08-Aug-2016. 

Most Sincerely & Respectfully Requested and Submitted! 

Very Truly Yours, 

 

 

 

kevin l olson, a child of GOD without religion 

 

[A] Exhibit 17 Bottom of page 34 of 101 4.4.3.2.1.20.1.1. to muslims “And when enshrining the 

freedom of religion in our Constitution and our Bill of Rights, our Founders meant what they 

said when they said it applied to all religions.”  But that’s not what he said in his book, Chapter 

3 on our Constitution.  And, for me, his response was, “it’s not a good idea” yet he claims he 

would “listen to good ideas”. 

4.4.3.2.1.20.1.1.1. Citation:  The White House; Office of the Press Secretary; For Immediate 

Release February 03, 2016; Remarks by the President at Islamic Society of Baltimore; Baltimore, 

Maryland; 1:04 P.M. EST. 


